CHILI ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS

April 28, 2009

A meeting of the Chili Zoning Board was held on April 28, 2009 at the Chili Town Hall, 3333
Chili Avenue, Rochester, New York 14624 at 7:00 p.m, The meeting was called to order by
Chairperson Paul Bloser.
PRESENT:

David Cross, Adam Cummings, Robert Mulcahy, Michael Nyhan, Fred
Trott, James Wiesner and Chairperson Paul Bloser.

ALSO PRESENT:

Chris Karelus, Building Department Manager; Keith O'Toole, Assistant.
Town Counsel.

Chairperson Paul Bloser declared this to be a legally constituted meeting of the Chili Zoning
Board. He explained the meeting's procedures and introduced the Board and front table, He
announced the frre safety exits.
PAUL BLOSER: On the agenda tonight, I am going to make a change. Application
Number 1 wefll be hearing as Application Number 3. 2 and 3 will move up on the agenda. We'll
hear each application otherwise as I have jtl,..li)t said.
The Board indicated they had no problems with any of the notification signs.
1.

Application of Garrett Whelpton, owner; 750 Morgan Road, Scottsville, New York
14546 for variance to erect a 24' x 37' detached garage to be 5f from side lot line (50' req.)
at property located at 750 Morgan Road in A.C. zone.

Garrett Whelpton was present to represent the application.
MR. WHELPTON: Garrett Whelpton, 750 Morgan Road.
PAUL BLOSER: Thank you.
So by the print here and what I see, the lot -- you·re putting this jtl,..li)t to the rear of the house,
the east side of the lot?
MR. WHELPTON: Correct.
PAUL BLOSER: The shed that you have on there right now, it's a 14 by II?
MR. WHELPTON: Correct.
PAUL BLOSER: It says to be relocated?
MR. WHELPTON: I have done that already.
PAUL BLOSER: Where is that? From the road I couldn't see that, but I see the vinyl
covered one you have.
MR. WHELPTON: It is directly behind that.
PAUL BLOSER: With the addition of this Morton building that you're proposing, you
have a lot of storage right now. Are you running a btl,..li)iness out of there? What are you going to
be using this for?
MR. WHELPTON: For a garage and a personal shop.
PAUL BLOSER: Is there any way you could incorporate one of the sheds into that new
building?
MR, WHEL P TON : I own -- well, the vinyl shed is just temporary until I can have the bam
built.
PAUL BLOSER: So the vinyl one is coming down?
MR. WHELPTON: That's coming down. I pretty much put that up so I could move the
wooden shed. It was totally impossible to move it.
PAUL BLOSER: Okay. I'm familiar with the Morton buildings. They make a nice
producwt.1'II YOll be
. vehic1es mto
.
thi S.? wall
.?
D drivmg
1 you h ave a dri veway b ack to It.
MR. WHELPTON: At the present there isn't, but I would like to -- I definitely have to put
in an extension on the driveway to get back to it.
PAUL BLOSER: Will any fill be required to do that?
MR. WHELPTON: I'm sorry?
PAUL BLOSER: Will any fill be required to do that?
MR. WHELPTON: No. It will be at the ground level, what is there right now.
PAUL BLOSER: So this won't be raised any higher right now than what your ground level
is?
MR. WHELPTON: Exactly.
PAUL BLOSER: I'm assuming that you're putting a concrete floor in it?
MR. WHELPTON: There will be, yes.
PAUL BLOSER: Running electric, gas out there?
MR. WHELPTON: Possibly electric, but I may not do that right away.
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PAUL BLOSER: No plwnhing?

MR. WHELPTON: No plumbing.
DAVID CROSS: Second story, are you going to have a second story at all?
MR. WHELPTON: No. Just one story, and trusses for the roof, so It -- there is no attic.
PAUL BLOSER: Do you know what the maximum height is of this?
MR. WHELPTON: I have sheets here that give the details of the building if you would

like a copy of them. Otherwise, I could just tell you it is going to be -- inside -PAUL BLOSER: Side walls?
MR. WHELPTON: Side walls are 10 foot.
PAUL BLOSER: Your peak will be about 14 then.
MR. WHELPTON: Yes. They don't give me that, but the roof pitch is 4112.
PAUL BLOSER: Okay.
MR. WHELPTON: So that would be around 14 foot.
ROBERT MULCAHY: What kind of a shop are you going to have in there?
MR. WHELPTON: Just the kind of shop you have in your own house.
ROBERT MULCAHY: I have a woodworking shop in my house.
MR. WHELPTON: That's what I have.
ROBERT MULCAHY: So you will have to have electricity.
MR. WHELPTON: In time. I have been working with extension cords right up to now.
Everything I do I do out of that little wooden shed. It just doesn't work for me.
FRED TROIT: A couple things on that note. You might want to consider at least putting
the piping in for the electrical and running it underground.
MR. WHELPTON: Good point.
FRED TROTT: I notice that you are kind of -- it looks like it drains to the neighbor's yard?
MR. WHELPTON: Correct.
FRED TROTT: It seems like he has his gutters out 10 feet, so evidently he might have
some drainage issues. Will this affect drainage at all?
MR. WHELPTON: We talked when we put the driveway in to landscape it so it
(indicating) -PAUL BLOSER: Swale.
MR. WHELPTON: -- creates a slight swale going out to the road.
And I do have a letter that he has signed stating that he is, you know, for me building the
barn, garage. Would you like copies of that?
FRED TROIT: That's up to Paul (Bloser).
PAUL BLOSER: No, that's fme.
CHRIS KARELUS: If he does have a copy of that, we'll keep that on record with the
Building Departmen~ from the adjacent owner.
Just two things. The existing shed Mr. Whelpton has on the property are unpermitted. He
didn't get pennits. I would ask that the Board include as a condition the previous sheds located
on the property also get permits through this process if you approve the project. Also add a
condition when this barn is built, that vinyl shed to the rear be removed and add that as a
condition. I also ask that be held in the building permit process.
Outside of that, I looked at the drainage on the site, too, and wetU work with the applicant
and the Superintendent of Public Works on drainage to make sure nothing is negatively
impacted.
DAVID CROSS: One more question. What is the square footage of the house, your yard?
Is it a split-level home?
MR. WHELPTON: Let me see here. Roughly 1300 square feet.
PAUL BLOSER: The rear deck is not enclosed at all, is it?
MR. WHELPTON: No. Just a wooden deck.
PAUL BLOSER: Two of the conditions that I am putting on here, the I I foot 3 by 14 foot
1 shed, that is the one that you have relocated -MR. WHELPTON: Yes.
PAUL BLOSER: -.. you're keeping?
MR. WHELPTON: Where the -- where it shows on the print is where it is now. Or where
it has been relocated.
PAUL BLOSER: If this is to go through on a vote, two of the conditions I would put on
there would be the vinyl shed would be removed within I will say X number of days at this point.
We'll discuss that later, a C of 0 with the building.
One of the other conditions that we'll put is the existing remaining shed be confonned to all
building codes.
And the third thing, any other structures on the property will be inspected to existing code
to make sure they're all conforming and registered through the Town, just so that everything is
proper and final approvals.
MR. WHELPTON: All right.
PAUL BLOSER: That will all be a condition of approval.
COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE:
DOROTHY BORGUS, 31 Stuart Road
MS. BORGUS: Forgive me if I don't stand.
PAUL BLOSER: I won't ask you to stand.
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MS. BORGUS: It would help if we could see what we're discussing.
PAUL BLOSER: Do you have a sketch of the building?
MR. WHELPTON: Yes.
MS. BORGUS: No questions. Thank you.
PAUL BLOSER: Are there any other questions?
Robert Mulcahy made a motion to close the Public Hearing portion of this application, and Adam
Cummings seconded the motion. All Board members were in favor of the motion.
The Public Hearing portion of this application was closed at this time.
PAUL BLOSER: There are two issues on this. We have a side setback but also an
oversized, so these are two different -- actually two different applications rolled into one.
ADAM CUMMINGS: Do we actually have a third? Is there going to be a side lot for the
relocated shed, too?
PAUL BLOSER: It's 10 foot in right now.
ADAM CUMMINGS: He will need 50 foot depth.
PAUL BLOSER: For AC?
ADAM CUMMINGS: I know this is another one of the strange ones with the 100 foot.
PAUL BLOSER: That would be a third variance.
Would you agree with that?
KEITH O'TOOLE: I guess I didn't hear the original question.
ADAM CUMMINGS: Will there be a third variance for the relocated shed, which is right
now shown at being 10 feet off the side lot line?
PAUL BLOSER: 38 from the back.
ADAM CUMMINGS: So it would still need the 50 foot.
KEITH O'TOOLE: That would appear to be the case, yes.
PAUL BLOSER: Three variances.
MR. WHELPTON: What was the three variances that you're discussing?
PAUL BLOSER: The three issues before us is the side setback for the new proposed
building, the size of -- the square footage of the building is a variance requirement, because
you're oversized.
MR. WHELP TON : I thought 900 square feet was -PAUL BLOSER: You're looking at 1300.
MR. WHELPTON: No. That question was for the house. Nobody asked me how large
the house was.
ADAM CUMMINGS: Your total shed area on the property is 1300 and some change.
JOHN CROSS: If you combine them.
PAUL BLOSER: If you combine the sheds.
MR. WHELPTON: O~ okay.
PAUL BLOSER: The third variance is because you are in AC, there is a code requirement
that your existing shed is supposed to be 50 foot in from the lot lines and you're 10 foot. So that
would require a variance also. And because you're 100 foot wide -MR. WHELPTON: I can't do anything.
PAUL BLOSER: You cantt do any of it.
So it would be three variance requests on this application.
MR. WHELPTON: Okay.
PAUL BLOSER: So we're looking at three separate issues here.
MR. WHELPTON: All right.
DAVID CROSS: For Board discussion I have the total of two sheds being about 1050, and
the existing house is 1,500.
PAUL BLOSER: Yes. So less than the house.
So we're -- one of the conditions of approvaJ would be the other Jarge 12 by 24 would be
removed.
DAVID CROSS: Yes.
PAUL BLOSER: So that reduces our square footage down to less than the house.
I'm going to do this as a vote, as three separate issues. It is a narrow lot. No matter where
he would go with the proposed building, pretty much it won't fit without a variance. So another
condition on there would be I would probably want -- I would say the Highway Department,
Chris (Karelus) -CHRIS KARELUS: If you could, we just have a point of clarification. I think a detached
garage is not viewed in the code the same as a shed, as an accessory structure. There is
allowance for a garage, but can't -- I don't believe the shed and the garage are viewed in the same
light. There is a shed maximum allowable and then a garage permittable within the code.
FRED lROlT: Whlch is considered which?
CHRIS KARELUS: He would have a detached gar~e with the intended new building.
JAMES WIESNER: Is there an overhead door on this structure?
MR. WHELPTON: There will be three. Two facing the road and one facing the west to
get access in and out of the stomge area that I plan on using the back part of it fOf.
JAMES WIESNER: So it will be three1
MR. WHELP TON : So it will be three. A smaller one on the back.
PAUL BLOSER: I would want the Town to look at this, as far as proper drainage on the
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side line swale. The new garage along that side, and also the neighboring property, so we dontt
have a conflict here, the drainage down the line. If that is approved, we would need to ...
Paul Bloser reviewed the proposed conditions with the Board.
ROBERT MULCAHY: Will you take the concrete pad out?
MR. WHELPTON: I tried. Whoever put it there, meant it to stay.
PAUL BLOSER: We have to vote on each of the variances separately. I will start with the
main garage itself, the setbac~ the 5 foot. If the intent is to have cars in there, with a driveway
down the fine, to center that in the back -- where is your septic system?
MR. WHELPTON: In the front.
ADAM CUMMINGS: How tall is that shed that you just relocated?
MR. WHELPTON: Probably 10 feet.
ADAM CUMMINGS: I just ask because the AC zone only allows up to 12 feet.
MR. WHELPTON : Yes. That is below that.
PAUL BLOSER: Proposed bam setback. Again with those conditions I read previously
for drainage pertaining to this one.
I think the barn side setback we can do.
ADAM CUMMINGS: Did we decide on the actual size of the barn? Does the attached
garage count as the total area with shed or are they separate?
DAVID CROSS: Separate.
ADAM CUMMINGS: Then what does our square footage actually come out to be?
DAVID CROSS: 888 for the garage.
ADAM CUMMINGS: Are we granting the variance for the shed area or the garage?
PAUL BLOSER: The garage. That is how the application is written.
DAVID CROSS: How much is permitted?
CHRIS KARELUS: 1200.
ADAM CUMMINGS: So we're under with the vinyl being taken out, right?
CHRIS KARELUS: The detached garage and the sheds are two separate issues.
ADAM CUMMINGS: Got you.
CHRIS KARELUS: If they remove the vinyl, they will not need a variance.
PAUL BLOSER: This is on the bam, the 5 foot setback, with the vinyl shed being
removed within 60 days of C of O. With those conditions.
Paul Bloser made a motion to declare the Board lead agency as far as SEQR, and based on
evidence and information presented at this meeting, detennined the application to be a Type II
action with no significant environmental impact, and Robert Mu1cahy seconded the motion. The
Board all voted yes on the motion.
James Wiesner made a motion to approve the application with the following conditions, and

Adam Cummings seconded the motion. The vote on the motion was 6 yes to 1 no (Michael
Nyhan).

PAUL BLOSER: On the smaller shed, the 11'3 by 14tl", they're proposing a 10 foot
setback on this. There is a -- 50 foot required. Based on that it would not fit in the backyard. So
we're looking at do we want to leave it -- this shed is J?Ositioned at this point; is that correct, sir?
MR. WHELPTON: Correct. And it is where it IS shown on the map is where it is.
PAUL BLOSER: So welre looking at a variance to approve this shed to sit 10 foot off the
lot line~ 50 foot required, knowing that you can't place it and stay within the 50 foot any place.
Condition of approval on this would also be that the shed be conforming to all current existing
building codes. This would be the only shed at that point in time on the property. The other
thing is any non-conforming, non"'registered structures wouldn't be approved.
KEITH OtTOOLE: Mr. Chainnan, I misunderstood your earlier question. If what we're
talking about is purely a shed, then the side setback would be 8 feet on a residential lot.
PAUL BLOSER: The side would be?
KEITH OtTOOLE: 8 feet.
PAUL BLOSER: Even in an AC?
KEITH O'TOOLE: Yes.
PAUL BLOSER: Then we don't have a variance for that.
Then the condition of approval will stand on that, but it still has to meet the code as far as
construction building, so get your new C of 0 on the building and that shed has to be inspected
so it is built properly.
MR.. WHELPTON: We can do that in conjunction with inspecting the construction of the
other one?
PAUL BLaSER: Yes. The Building Department will work out that very clearly with you,
the process detail, and then within 60 days everything would have to be confonnmg to get your C
ofO.
With that you're approved to proceed with your barn. Do everything through the Building
Department.
Thank you.
DECISION:

Approved by a vote of6 yes to 1 no (Michael Nyhan) with the following
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conditions:
1.

Building Department approval for final inspection required of all
structures on property.

2.

Vinyl shed to be removed within 60 days of Certificate of Occupancy of
new bam.

3.

Shed (11 '3" x 14' 1") to conform to all building codes.

4.

Town to approve drainage (and or swale) to east of new garage and
neighbors (to the east) west property line for new run-off from garage.

The following fmding of fact was cited:
1.
2.

The requested variance will not create an undesirable change in the
neighborhood or nearby properties.

Application of Michael Murphy, owner; 100 Chestnut Ridge Road, Rochester, New York
14624 for variance to allow a two-story utility shed to be 720 sq. ft. (558 sq. ft. and 18'
high previously approved on 1/23/07 with only a partial 2nd story) at property located at
100 Chestnut Ridge Road in R-1-12 zone.

Michael Murphy was present to represent the application.

MR. MURPHY; Mike Mwphy, 100 Chestnut Ridge Road.

PAUL BLOSER: I remember just barely two years ago you were in on this application,
and my understanding through the Building Department right now is the actual footprint itself,
length and width has not changed. You just went additional height, full second story on this from
what was proposed.
MR. MURPHY: No. The height stayed the same.
PAUL BLOSER: How did we end up with more square footage?
MR. MURPHY: Well, I thought this was -- when we got the original variance, it was set
to have a loft originally, and I thought it was discussed that I would start off getting the variance
to ... if I decide to continue that loft all of the way across. So everything~ the buildm~ itself
stayed the same. The square footage originally, the SOO was figured with the loft gomg halfway
across, and -PAUL BLOSER: You just continued it across.
MR. MURPHY: Right. That is all.
PAUL BLOSER: So this is now to conform for sale of the property?
MR. MURPHY: What is that?
PAUL BLOSER: This is now to confonn for closing or sale of the property?
MR. MURPHY: I don't know if I'm selling it, if I WIll keep the house and rent it or not.
I'm just planning on building a new one.
JAMES WIESNER: The -- this has a C of 0 on it and everything?
rvtR. MURPHY: The only thing that we have to adjust is by the front garage door, there is
an area that we couldn't get brackets in, so we have come up with hopefully a solution of running
some angle iron along, putting a ledge on there to hold the studs instead of using hurricane clips,
but as far as -- no, everything else is -- Ed Shero looked at it and I think. everything else is pretty
much set. We have -- once I have everything taken care of, he has to come out and reinspect it.
He checked it before back in the fall or whatever and just mentioned that one thing, and when he
came out after to put the clips and stuff in, he brought up the fact that it was what -- I guess
wasn't approved to have the additional square footage. I thought it was.
MICHAEL NYHAN: So the original footprint in height, everything is identical? The
dormers were on the original plan?
MR. MURPHY: No. That is one thing not on the original plan.
MICHAEL NYHAN: The dormers weren't on the origina1 plan. Was the second story on
the original plan?
MR. MURPHY: Yes, it was. As half of it. Not the fulL
MICHAEL NYHAN: Was the roof line the same? Is the enclosed part the same amount,
or did you add on additional?
MR. MURPHY: Ob, no, that stayed the same.
CHRIS KARELUS: Just one qUIck question. Mike (Murphy), how far is that set back off
the property line? I know the structure was built and permitted. We don't generally ask for
instrument surveys after these things are built. How far off the lot line is that shed?
MR. MURPHY: On the side?
CHRIS KARELUS: Yes.
MR. MURPHY: It's about 12 foot. 10 to 12 foot. I think originally it was supposed to be
a minimum of 5 or something like that.
CHRIS KARELUS: Minimum 8. I'm only asking because it doesn't show in the plan.
PAUL BLOSER: It doesn\ but I had it in my notes from two years ago that we did cover
the setback at that point and we felt there was no issues at that point on setback.
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CHRIS KAREL US: No more questions.
COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE:

DOROTHY BORGUS, 31 Stuart Road

MS. BORGUS: Am I to understand that this -- this utility shed is just now being built?

MR. MURPHY: No. It is completed.

MS. BORGUS: Recently completed?
PAUL BLOSER: My understanding of this is the C of 0 was not completed and the Town
was in the process of completing the application and closing out the original building permit; is
that correc~ Chris (Karelus)?
CHRIS KARELUS: Correct.
PAUL BLOSER: The footprint of the shed has not changed. The length and width is
everything as it was exactly proposed and approved at that time.
MS. BORGUS: I'm a little concerned It takes so long to get a C of 0 on a building that has
been in the process for over two years. Maybe the Building Department has an answer for that. I
don't know. Is that normal?
PAUL BLOSER: They were by Code Enforcement closing them out and checking up on
them to close out the process.
MS. BORGUS: Was there a complaint?
PAUL BLOSER: None that I saw on record. Was there a complaint, Chris (Karelus)?
CHRIS KARELUS: I can shed some light on this. Building permits are 18 months. So
when they get the permit, they have an I8-month time period. As they come towards the end of
the 18 months, we call them up on close-out inspections, and that is what happened in this case.
The permit was still active, valid, but we found out his error in construction on the whole second
story which lead to him here before the Board this evening to close out the whole property.
MS. BORGUS: I want to tag on Mr. Nyhants question. I don't see how the outside of the
building can be the same size as what was permitted and yet we wind up with more square feet.
PAUL BLOSER: It was a partial loft in the shed, partial second floor. So the balance of it
was open to the roof. He now continued that floor on the rest of the way.
MS. BORGUS: Okay.
PAUL BLOSER: Is that correct, Mr. Murphy?
MR. MURPHY: Yes.
PAUL BLOSER: Visually on the outside it is as it was proposed, is my understanding.
MS. HORGUS: These dormers were another change that this gentleman just decided to
make for himself? Were those approved?
PAUL BLOSER: They are inspecting them through the Building Department; is that
correct, Coos (Karelus)?
CHRIS KARELUS: He has to work on that with our Building Inspectors to close out.
Those have changed from the original plan.
MS. BORGUS: I guess I just have to make a comment., and that is that the residents of this
Town who very unselfislily give of their time to sit on these Boards deserve some respect for the
time and attention they give to the matters of this Town. When somebody is refused pennission
to build something they have proposed and are told to come before a Board such as zoning to
obtain a variance to do such a thing, and -- and deviate from our code, I think it shows tota]
disrespect on the part of anybody who builds anything and just goes off and does what they
please. It negates the work that you do, and it snows avery, very big degree of disrespect for the
time and attention that you gentlemen put forth to serve this Town. You make some of the laws
that we have to live by. We al1 shou1d live by them, not just people who don't choose to after
they have been told they can't.
Thank you.
PAUL BLaSER: Thank you.
Adam Cummings made a motion to close the Public Hearin~ portion of this application, and
Robert Mulcahy seconded the motion. The Board was unarnmously in favor of the motion.
The Public Hearing portion of this application was closed at this time.
MICHAEL NYHAN: So I understand, this was brought up before the Board before. The
plans that were brought before it had the capability of having a second story or a loft; is that
correct?
PAUL BLOSER: That is correct.
MICHAEL NYHAN: Okay.
PAUL BLOSER: He continued the floor across to make it a full.
MICHAEL NYHAN: And added two dormers?
PAUL BLOSER: Yes.
ROBERT MULCAHY: What -- was the application for haIfa second floor?
PAUL BLOSER: That was approved. Ana the square footage was approved.
ROBERT MULCAHY: The other halfwas not.
PAUL BLOSER: That's correct. It was to be open air. That is why it is before us now for
the added square footage.
MICHAEL NYHAN: Permitted is 182 square feet?
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JAMES WIESNER: Yes.

MI CHAEL NY HAN : Pennitted is 192, and this is 720; is that correct?
PAUL BLOSER: We approved 558.

The Board discussed the application.
PAUL BLOSER: Code Enforcement caught it and they're now looking for it to be
approved as-built.
FRED TROIT: I'm wondering why did you need it to go all of the way across, why you
decided to go all of the way across?
MR. MURPHY: The reason I decided to go all of the way across was more structure. I
just felt it would be more structurally sound when building, and again, this had been brought up
at the last variance meeting about having this, you know -- if I was to continue it across, and -and again, for some reason, I was under the assumption it was approved to do this. I knew it was
going to be inspected, so I just -- I thought this was already part of the variance, which is my
mistake.
ROBERT MULCAHY: Didn't you get a letter from the Zoning Board saying -MR. MURPHY: Yes. Again, saying -- you know, it -- it is my error. Not much more I
can say about it. Again, I knew it was going to be inspected for C of 0, and I -- I thought that we
bad gone ahead because it had been brought up about well, what if you wanted, you know, to
complete the whole thing. And for some reason - I thought that was approved and I had brought
that up to Chris (Karelus) also, and he had looked up in the record and didn't find it, so I
thought -- again, somethins happened.
PAUL BLOSER: It IS complete now then for fInal inspection?
MR. MURPHY: Again, I do need to meet with Ed Shero and discuss the option I had for
solving the problem. You know, I think he wanted to look at something in the upper portion just
to make sure, but those would be the only issues, as far as I'm aware of.
PAUL BLOSER: The only condition that rm going to put on this, if the Board so chooses
to approve the application, would be final construction to be completed within 30 days for C of 0
inspection by the Building Department.
MR. MURPHY: No problem.
PAUL BLOSER: So this doesn't drag out longer.
MR.. MURPHY: That is fme.
PAUL BLOSER: Is the siding complete on it?
MR. MURPHY: Oh, yes.
PAUL BLOSER: Any other conditions of approval?
Paul Blaser made a motion to declare the Board lead agency as far as SEQR and based on
evidence and information presented at this meeting, detemuned the application to be a Type II
action with no significant environmental impact, and Robert Mulcahy seconded the motion. The
Board all voted yes on the motion.
Adam Cummings made a motion to approve the application with the following conditions, and
Fred Trott seconded the motion. The vote on the motion was 5 yes to 2 no (Michael Nyhan,
Robert Mulcahy).
DECISION:

Approved by a vote of 5 yes to 2 no (Michael Ny~ Robert Mulcahy) with the
following conditions:
1.

Building Department approval for final inspection required of all
non-confonning structures on property.

2.

Final construction of shed to be complete within 30 days and inspected.

The following rmding of fact was cited:
1.

3.

The requested variance will not create an undesirable change in the
neighborhood or nearby properties.

Application of Melissa DeNagel Pemesky, owner; 95 Sheffer Road, Scottsville, New.
York 14546 for variance to allow the total square footage of utility shed area (3 existing
and 1 new 24' x 24' utility shed) to be a total of 1,326.5 sq. ft. (192 sq. ft. allowed) at
property located at 95 Sheffer Road in A.C. zone.

Melissa DeNagel Pemesky was present to represent the application.
MS. DE NAGEL PERNESKY: Melissa DeNagel, 95 Sheffer Road.
P ALTL BLOSER: This is the house at the end of the road, the cuI-de-sac.
MS. DE NAGEL PERNESKY: Yes, the cobblestone.
PAUL BLOSER: Is the barn across the street also yours?
MS. DE NAGEL PERNESKY: Yes. I own both SIdes of the road. I have 34 acres.
PAUL BLOSER: I was trying to figure out on this from the map we have, this is being
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proposed -- this is -- it is lcind of an obscure lot, the layout.
MS. DE NAGEL PERNESKY: Yes, it is.
PAUL BLOSER: Is that in back of where that lean-to is? I believe there was a truck
parked in there.
MS. DE NAGEL PERNESKY: That is the three-sided building. That is the building in
question here.
PAUL BLOSER: So this is for the existing building?
MS. DE NAGEL PERNESKY: Yes. Could I give you a little bit of history here, please?
PAUL BLOSER: Yes.
MS. DE NAGEL PERNESKY: I was married, and my husband about six years ago
constructed this building. It is an existing building today. He built it and I told him, you know,
you take care of the permits and whatever. I assumed he did so.
As the building has been there now about six to seven years, urn, an anonymous complaint
was called in recently to the Town that the building was built without a permit. My ex-husband
built it himself, being the only person to work on the building. He was recently -- not recently,
but he was removed with an order of protection and had several court orders in -- contempt of
court orders through Judge Doyle in Supreme Court against him, so now we suddenly have this
complaint, anonymous complaint about the building being built without the permi~ and him
being the one to have built It and should have applied for the pennit which -- is the only one that
knows it didn't have a permit. So it is existing, yes.
PAUL BLOSER: I'm asswning your intent is to leave it up at this point?
MS. DE NAGEL PERNESKY: I would prefer to do so~ yes. I will modifY it as necessary.
The Building Department asked me to dig the footers down 42 inches, which I did in the dead of
December, myself, and they were inspected and approved.
PAUL BLOSER: I guess, Chris (Karelus), I'm a little confused by the way some of the
notes that you presented are written versus what the application is here, and it may be more in
terminology than anything. I -- on your notes, if you will, number E, getting a condition placed
on the approval stating the foundanon and broken down frame garage on the north side of the
road to be removed as part of the building permit, you're talking about the bam across the street?
CHRIS KARELUS: No. There is an old framed garage that is coming down. You talked
about removing the foundation and the remains of the garage across the road.
MS. DE NAGEL PERNESKY: You're talking about the 100 foot wide Wells bam; is that
what you're talking about?
CHRIS KARELUS: Yes.
MS. DE NAGEL PERNESKY: Actually I consider it more east side. And then what was
the question about that?
CHRIS KARELUS: You have -PAUL BLOSER: Looking at the notes on here is what we're looking at. The front of the
building is the one that is sagging, the foundation?
CHRIS KARELUS: Yes. It is in bad shape.
Then the new shed that is -- I will call it the proposed shed, because I know Ed (Shero) is
going to work with her, the owner, on anything that would have to have -- and understand it has
to be brought up to today. Foundation is fme. We inspected it. As far as foundation, that is fine,
but anything else that would have to be built out we're willing to work with her. Since it is a
agriculture property, we had to look at a1l of the accessory structures when she presents her
application.
PAUL BLOSER: The barn across the street, is that a -- structurally deficient as far as
being condemned at this point?
CHRIS KAREL US: I don't thlnk we have gone that route. Knowing her intent is to try to
take that building out, I thlnk -- wetll work with her on time frames, as well. So that is something
I think we can work through and be somewhat flexible on that.
PAUL BLOSER: Just to try to be clear on the application and the notes so the Board is -CHRIS KAREL US: If the Board wants to leave that as a condition, afterwards we can
work -- she can work with the Building Department. We can inspect it and look at it with her
and set time frames with it for permits; as well.
PAUL BLOSER: It's not part of the application, but I understand the Town's concern to
make -- the structure is unsafe.
MS. DE NAGEL PERNESKY: If we're still talking about the Wells barn? Actually, I
have in the past -- I have worked with Peter Matthews. He is a bam restoration man. He worked
with the Cobblestone Museum, the Tinker Homestead in Henrietta. I have paid him a significant
amoWlt of money to restore that barn. That bam is my heart and soul. I love that Wells barn. It
has a great history. It has actually been written up. The blueprints are in several books because
it is a patent design. There are very few left in New York State.
I did apply for a grant. I myself have put over $20,000 in the barn in the ten years I owned
that property. It breaks my heart to see it falling down.
I have tried to find companies -- not companies, but, lll'n, locations to donate it to, if they
would be willing to move it. I have inquired on selling the wood or giving the wood away to
Amish people. I -.. I really hate the thought of just burning it or demolishing it. I would love if
the Town wanted to pay to move it and donate it to the Town. It is just a cnme to let a piece of
history go.
PAUL BLOSER: I understand where you're coming from.
MS. DE NAGEL PERNESKY: I know it is unsafe.
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PAUL BLOSER: We're just trying to get clear on the details. I'm seeing different things.
Here our application toni~tis Just for the three-sided structure.
MS. DE NAGEL PERNESKY: So ifwetre back to that.
PAUL BLOSER: That is what we're concerned with. Just some of the other notes, I
wanted to make sure I wasnlt any more confused, because I was reading two different things. So
we're not questioning that, or -- or making a judgment on that, okay?
MS. DE NAGEL PERNESKY: Okay. So just the building at hand.
PAUL BLaSER: It is a beautiful barn.
MS. DE NAGEL PERNESKY: It is a beautiful bam.
PAUL BLOSER: The one in back, is your intent to close that thing or leave it open?
MS. DE NAGEL PERNESKY: No. I will leave it open.
JAMES WIESNER: Ag~ wetre kind of in a situat10n with the first application. It is not
just this structure) but there are several structures accounting for the square footage on this
property, correct?
PAUL BLOSER: This one is placed closer to the house to be used, I'm assuming to get the
vehicles out of the weather.
MS. DE NAGEL PERNESKY: Well, the main purpose is actually to store pellets for my
wood stove. I go through seven or eight tons of the pellets a year. But if I move those out of the
way, the lawn tractors and other cmp, if I can, I will stick part of a vehicle in there. But no, the
intention is not to have a garage. The intention is not have the vehicles in there. Actually, I have
the vehicles blocking tools and A TVs and lawn mowers so they dontt disappear at this time, due
to my other circumstances. But no -- sure, if you could get your vehicle under cover, that's great,
but that is not the intention.
MICHAEL NYHAN: Your property line, just so I understand the drawing clearly here, it
goes all of the way back to the New York State Thruway; is that correct?
MS. DE NAGEL PERNESKY: That's correct. I have about a quarter mile of the Thruway
I that own -- well, borderline.
MICHAEL NYHAN: The cul-de-sac next, do you own the property next to that
cul-de-sac, as well?
MS. DE NAGEL PERNESKY: I have to have you point it out. I do own part of the circle
and actually the people on Morgan Road own a portion, but the circle is maintained by the Town
and the Thruway also delineates a portion or a boundary of the circle.
COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE:
DOROTHY SORGUS, 31 Stuart Road
MS. BORGUS: I'm as confused, I guess, as Mr. Bloser was, and again, with no map, no
nothing, it is hard to sit here and try to make sense out of comments.
MS. DE NAGEL PERNESKY: If you get a chalkboard, I can draw it.
MS. BORGUS: I thought applicants were told to bring a copy for the Public Hearings; am
I correct?
PAUL BLOSER: Is this working now?
CHRIS KARELUS: No.
PAUL BLaSER: Jim (Martin), could you?
MS. BORGUS: Itls a little hard for me to get up there.
MS. DE NAGEL PERNESKY: If you have a chalkboard, I can draw it.
MS. BORGUS: The system doesn't work here, for whatever reason.
James Wiesner showed Mrs. Borgus the diagram.
MS. BORGUS: There are four sheds; am I correct?
PAUL BLOSER: There's the one in question right now that the application is for. There is
an existing old bam to the far south; is that correct?
MS. DE NAGEL PERNESKY: Can I just point on her map because I know? This is my
road (indicating). It's a dead-end road. I'm the only house on the road. Here is the Thruway
(indicating). Here is the building in question (indicating). This is a carriage barn that was built
in the early 1800s (indicating). This IS the other building (indicating). They're discussing the
Wells barn across the street from me. This is my house (indicating). So that would be three
buildings.
MS. BORGUS: So when we're talking about 1326 square feet we're including the bam.
MS. DE NAGEL PERNESKY: Not the Wells bam because that would be 30,000 square
feet.
PAUL BLOSER: No. This is just the lean-to type structure that is at the rear of the house.
There is a arrow pointing to it, 60 foo~ 1 foo~ behind the house, 98.5 foot from New York State
monument and the Thruway to the south side of the property.
JAMES WIESNER: That wouldnlt add up. 24 by 24 is 500 maybe? 500 plus.
MS. DE NAGEL PERNESKY: 560.
.
JAMES WIESNER: They must be counting other structures on the property.
MS. DE NAGEL PERNESKY: I don't know who typed this up.
JAMES WIESNER: Chris (Karelus), you have 1326 square feet. That lean-to is only
about 500 square feet.
CHRIS KARELUS: We have -- all of the sheds that are in include<L frame shed, framed
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barn, framed shed -- again, frame shed is not construed as a detached garage. All of the those by
the measure on this may equal the total square foot if theytre accessory buildings, which are
allowed to be at a mwnmum of 900, so it would be 1362 112 square feet on the property.
MS. BORGUS: I just like to make a commen~ Mr. Chamnan. I understand this is the only
house at the end of a road that has been cut in half by the Thruway. Having said that, though, I
think there is something to be said for neat farms.
As a farm owner myself, my husband and I take great pride in having an extremely neat,
well kept fann. Just because you have a farm, and maybe you're not on the main drag -- we're
not either, good share of the farm is not, doesn't mean we have a lot of clutter. And for what it is
forth, I just think some of these old useless buildings should be removed. It does a credit to the
Town when we have a neat appearing home, fann, whatever, especially if it is -- if it is viewed
from the Thruway. I'm not sure it is.
MS. DE NAGEL PERNESKY: The Wells bam, if that is what you're referring to-MS. BORGUS: Any of it.
MS. DE NAGEL PERNESKY: -.. it is not viewable from the Thruway.
MS. BORGUS: Just because we have a fann is no excuse for having a lot of dilapidated
buildings.
Thank you.
PAUL BLOSER: Thank you.
MS. DE NAGEL PERNESKY: Can I just note there is no c1utter on my property. If
anybody has driven by my property. I admit my trim on the house needs to be painted, but there
is no clutter.
Robert Mulcahy made a motion to close the Public Hearing portion of this applicatio~ and Adam
Cummings seconded the motion. The Board was unanimously in favor of the motion.
The Public Hearing portion of this application was closed at this time.
MICHAEL NYHAN: To be sure I'm clear on this, there is no new structure. An existing
24 by 24 shed.
PAUL BLOSER: That was built -MICHAEL NYHAN: Seven years ago.
PAUL BLOSER: Right. Without permits.
MICHAEL NYHAN: So there is no building permit needed for the construction of the
new 24 by 24 shed.
PAUL BLOSER: She has had the footer inspection from the Building Department.
MICHAEL NYHAN: Okay.
PAUL BLOSER: You had the footer inspections done?
MS. DE NAGEL PERNESKY: Yes. I dug my footers 42 inches deep and he did have the
inspection and gave me okay for it.
CHRIS KARELUS: She is getting a building permit because it is considered a new
structure.
FRED TROTI: She has to comply with the codes.
CHRIS KARELUS: She is going to be working with the Building Inspector assuming the
variance is acceptable to the Board.
Paul Bloser made a motion to declare the Board lead agency as far as SEQR., and based on
evidence and information presented at this meeting, detennined the application to be a Type II
action with no significant environmental impact, and Robert Mulcahy seconded the motion. The
Board all voted yes on the motion.
James Wiesner made a motion to approve the application with the following condition, and
Robert Mulcahy seconded the motion. All Board members were in favor of the motion.
DECISION:

Unanimously approved by a vote of 7 yes with the following condition:
1.

Building Department approval for final inspection required.

The following fmding of fact was cited:
1.

The requested variance will not create an undesirable change in the
neighborhood or nearby properties.

There was a recess in the proceedings.

4.

Application of Daniel Boon, 20 Bema Lane, Rochester, New York 14624, property
owner: Jarvee Associates; for variance to allow a O' landscaped buffer bordering a
residential district (100' fully landscaped buffer req.) at property located at 3520-A
Union Street in G.L zone.

Kip Finley, Daniel Boon, Matthew Boon, Patrick Burke and Stephen Vasile were present to
represent the application.
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PAUL BLOSER: Before I proceed with this, this is the application before us tonight.
We're looking at the south lot property line buffering. Any other site p]an issues, the Planning
Board is working on, I'm not interested in hearing about tonight. We're looking at the south lot
line. The northeast, west., the color of the building, the color of the flowers, where the gas tank
is, where the fertilizers are -- rm interested in the south lot line. So I will ask when we do go to
public comment, that that is what we're discussing. We'll leave the site plan issues for the
Plarming Department. We're not the Plarming Department -- Plarming Board.
With that said, wetll proceed with this ap.p,lication. For the record, please, Mr. Finley.
MR. FINLEY: Hello. I'm Kip Finley WIth Avery Engineering and surveying. Tonight we
have our client here, Dan Boon and his two sons. We have Jarvee Associates and their assistance
for answering questions.
We're here to ask for relief in the section of the code that came out in January for 100 foot
landscape buffer between an industrial zone and a residential zone. Our projec~ as you said, is
before the Plarming Board right now. We have applied for a special use pennit which requires
site plan review, and through that process, we had discovered through the coordinated review
with staff that this doesn't meet the new buffer requirements.
The project was started with the seller, and the buyer last fall came into an agreement on
purchasing the property, and they came to us around January to go through the special use permit
application and work on the site plan for that.
At the same time, the new code book came out that had the requirements for the buffer.
We didn't give that much thouJilit, because it is an existing facIlity. It has been there for -since about 1970~ and right now the buildings ... if it is all right, I will talk loudly.
I have to color this up a little to help people. This is Union Street (indicating). This is the
property (indicating). This is the south boundary line that we're talking about tonight
(indicating). The CSX railroad abuts this property, and then there is an RG&E right-of-way next
to that.
On this drawing there is the fence line that is existing (indicating)~ and then we have the
buildings you see. This is 30 feet from the property line to the fence line (indicating), and on this
side, it is 60 feet.
One of the things I did want to clear up, we did send a letter in this last wee~ because
when I reread the application, it seemed a little vague in the way that you had just said it -confmns that things can be interpreted differently.
As far as asking for a full relief of the buffer, that's not what exactly we're asking for.
We're asking for relief of it, but yet, we have no plans to do anything with taking away any
of the existing vegetation. So right now -PAUL BLOSER: Kip (Finley), can I stop you real quick before we go into the actual
details? Some of the members of this Board, this is the first time hearing about the application,
what the proposed business is. But, very, very brief overview of Boon & Sons and what!YI?e of
business we're going to be looking at there. Give an idea what we're looking at for a buffenng.
MR. FINLEY: Sorry about that. I thought you were all kind of in on this.
Boon & Sons is a landscape plowing and refuse hauler. They have snowplow equipment,
their landscape trucks and they have roll-off containers they use for C & D debris, the red ones
you see a on truck that they slIde off'.
They also do have, I believe, four regular refuse trucks.
PAUL BLOSER: Would you explain C & D for the record, please?
MR. FINLEY: Sure. C & D is construction and demolition materials. That would be like
when you have your roof tom off or somebody renovates a building, they have studs and
shingles, things like that That would be at a construction site or at your home in your driveway.
And they take them and dump them. They try to keep them at sites or on the road all of the time,
because that is when they're fuaking money. At times, especially in the winter when construction
slows down, they have to store the empty containers somewhere. They have actually a number of
facilities, so this is just one that is convenient to this west side location.
So in the winter, they would have containers there that the -- the red roll-offs. They have
pickup trucks with plows on them. Bigger equipment like you see at the malls for removing
snow stays on site at the malls and things like that through the winter. They also have their
trucks that they use for their landscape business for spreading the mulch. This time of year you
see a lot of activity with the office parks getting mulched and that. So they have that diverse
business to keep things going throUgh all times of the year.
Hopefully that explains the business ~.
PAUL BLOSER: This is not a -- this IS for storage. This is not a transfer site.
rvm... FINLEY: Equipment storage and dispatch.
PAUL BLOSER: Not a transfer site.
MR. FINLEY: No.
PAUL BLOSER: Thank you.
MR. FINLEY: They have approximately -- I'm trying to remember the numbers. Let me
back up. When this was the Frontier facility for -- since about 1970, it was very similar. It was a
trucking dispatch facility. They had the same general one unit truck for the single body trucks.
They had the emplorees. They had materials storage, like the poles and spools of cable and
things like that. So it is very, very similar in use. We have big trucks. We have materials stored
on Site.
In the past, what I was trying to remember is the number of employees. I believe they had
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about 60 employees on site and about 80 trucks that were housed there and the business operated
pretty much 24/7. If there were emergencies, line crews had to go out. This business has 30 or
32 employees, and about 40 trucks or vehicles of the different styles and 1ypes of trucks. So we
have a little less intense use here. They are proposing about $150,000 in Improvements to the
building for a new roof, new windows, repainting it, landscaping, cleaning up the parking,
sealing it, striping it and all of that.
So it came about through the planning process that we realized ~oing through site plan
review, we didn't technically meet the code because it is an existing Situation.
So -- probably the most effective way to show you what our problem is, this is 100 feet
(indicating). So per the code, if this was a new situation, you would put in 100 feet of buffer to
buffer the mdustrial use from residential use. In that case, Mr. Boon has an offer in to purchase
this property that includes the buildings and the yard. In order to comply, all this pavement
would have to come out (indicating). The ends of the buildings would come out~ or tear the
building down if they couldn't be diverted and cut apart. So what we have here is an existing
situation that our hardship he didn't create. It was when the code came into effect this year, It is
requiring 100 foot buffer on a piece of property that has things built within that area.
So I just wanted to make -- what I started to say before, we're not asking for 100 percent
relief so we can expand the yard or expand the buildings. We're looking for relief to allow what
is there, which is a 30 to 60 foot wide existing wild vegetated area that IS against the railroad
embankment.
Then I did pass out to the Board, and I think -- do you want me to continue describing
things? I can put some of the things up on the overhead projector, whatever you would like to
proceed with.
PAUL BLOSER: I follow what you're -- where you're going right now. I do have one
question. There was some talk about -- and I'm a little shady on it, because it is not in front of
me, but the western -- the easternmost building staying or possibly being removed?
MR. FINLEY: I forget. I have said this a couple of times with this presentation but not to
the Zoning Board.
The easternmost building is in pretty decrepit condition, and our original application was to
leave it with a time frame to do a structural assessment, but the applicants decided after looking
at it some more, we're going to take this one (indicating) out.
PAUL BLOSER: The fence that we see there right now, in the print that I'm looking at, it
shows the 30 foot existing vegetation from the line, and I see a fence line, approximately 60 foot,
3 foot long right at the eastern side.
MR. FINLEY: The fence is 30 feet off the property line.
PAUL BLOSER: That is existing, correct?
MR. FINLEY: Yes.
PAUL BLOSER: So existing 30 foot vegetation tonight I see here remains as a buffer is
what youlre asking on that little portion there, correct?
MR. FINLEY: Welre saymg right you now this is -- this is existing wild vegetation
(indicating) that is on this strip, so that takes care of that one.
Then the fence comes back to a 60 foot area. They must have paved this to get around the
buildings (indicating), but the yard only goes to this existing fence here (indicating). So then this
60 feet can also stay (indicating). So I just wanted to make that clear, we're not asking to make
this zero. We're just asking to not change it. So we're still asking for relief.
PAUL BLOSER: One of the things., and I may stop you along the way, and I will ask the
Board members to also, but in our consi3eration, if that easternmost building is to be demolished,
if that is the plan, could we take the fence -- I'm going to say a comer of that existing building
right now -- I will say the southwest comer of that building -- correct. From the 30 foot line,
bump that fence right up to that comer and then continue over to the eastern boundary so you
would have approximately that setback that we're looking at on the other -- on the west side?
MR. FINLEY: You're asking if we could do like that (indicating)?
PAUL BLOSER: I'm looking at maximizing buffering, so it would just be an adjustment
of the fence right there.
MR. FINLEY: Okay.
PAUL BLOSER: For that comer.
MR. FINLEY: I follow.
PAUL BLOSER: Showing zero. I'm just making notes as we go, and I want the Board to
be considering things with a very open mind. I know the big concern here is buffering. So keep
going. Proceed.
MR. FINLEY: I'm still following. I think we have ideas for things that might be more
effective.
PAUL BLOSER: I will let you continue; and then I guess we'll comment at the end.
MR. FINLEY: Well, I have covered use. One of the things I want to put up on the screen
so eeople can see is that we took a cross-section or a slice through the groWld in this slice and
we re going to look this way. That is what this drawing is. Let me go back up here.
PAUL BLOSER: That is the bottom half of this one (indicating)?
MR. FINLEY: Yes. This is something we made for the Planning Board, but the bottom is
effective to help with this Zoning Board. All right. What this is, cross-section through, it is
exaggerated in scale, because there is not so much relief that you could see it if it was the same
scale.
These are 6 feet tall canisters (indicating), just boxes drawn at the elevation that the
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existing yard is at. Then there is the fence (indicating). The existing fence. Then there is a
swale, and it heads up the raiJroad embankment. 1bis is .... whatever a train looks like
(indicating), goes there (indicating). This is an RG&E right-of-way for there.
PAUL BLOSER: This is if I am standing Union Street looking at towards the yard?
MR. FINLEY: Uh-huh. And the little person over on the side, this is somebody standing
about 227 feet off of the property line. I believe that is pretty much -- this is the Fire Department
property (indicating). So effectively we did a 6 foot height, an 8 foot height and a 10 foot height,
and when youtre looking at this, which is about a 5 foot -- or person over here (indicating),
looking across, when their eye is skimming the top of the embankment, they're just seeing it
about 6 feet tall. And then we have -- on our property we have some vegetation that goes here
(indicating). We actually do have some taller trees on our property and a mix of brush. There is
trees on the railroad embankment. They clear a certain amount back each year, and there is brush
along the right-of-way of the RG&E and then there is a meadow with some brush for the Fire
Department.
What we're trying to show with this diagram is that if we have the 30 to 60 feet here
(indicating), and we have a berm that is already there that blocks the 6 foot height, and whatever
vegetation, whether it is on our property here, here, here or in the woods (indicating), that all
combined~ that is a fairly effective buffer.
What we did is took some pictures from the actual residences. We have a case here. We
have residential property or zoned property that is a rai lroad. We have residential zoned property
that is a utility ri~t-of-way, but the houses are actually a little further away. Here is our site
(indicating). This is Paul Road (indicating). This is the railroad.
So we have a -- they vary. The back lot lines of the houses are about here (indicating). So
we have here (indicating), about 250 feet from the back lot line to our comer, and then over here
(indicating), this is more in the 600 range. So we have a lot of distance there. So are you with
me so far?
ADAM CUMMINGS: Can I interrupt real quick? Can you draw a line between the
division of the two zoning districts, approximately?
MR. FINLEY: It's here (indicating), and then somewhere in here (indicating) it goes from
general industry to light industry, and I'm not sure where it jumps the tracks, but the north line of
the railroad is the boundary between the two different zones. And that person is on my diagram
out in here (indicating).
ADAM CUMMINGS: Looking north?
MR. FINLEY: Looking -- yes.
On this dia.gra.tr4 that is north (indicating).
Okay so far?
We took some pictures from Paul Road because that is really where we have people. We
don't have people standing in the field, at least that I don't know of.
And I'm not sure which house is which number. This is a view between two different
houses, and you can see we have a yellow building, so you can see that through the vegetation.
This was taken in February sometime.
Here is another one, and these -- you have these in your packets, if you can't see with the
lights on in here. The building is visible, but in the middle of the winter, it is barely visible.
So I think one of our guys went between every other house down.
Just to give you an ide~ this is a truck yard (indicating). This is Boon's existing site
(indicating). Those are their trucks, their trailers. Those are empty roll-off containers, plowing
equipmen~ salt equipmen~ and then over here (indicating), this IS another facility in the back.
Those are tractor-traders. We don't have tractor-trailers. They come and dump the mulch and
leaves. So we're talking about these items (indicating) that are sitting around. That is the storage
that we have.
Also this -- he has got a11 ... most all new trucks. So this is, I guess, the best description
what will be there and what you can see from Paul Road in the middle of winter, and what is in
between our use and residential uses.
So what we're asking for is relief to go from there (indicating) as a buffer, to just leave this
as a buffer (indicating).
DAVID CROSS: Can you explain what the existing vegetation is like in that 30 to 60 foot
area?
MR. FINLEY: Yes. Most of it is on the slope going up the swale -- the swale is grass.
Most of it is on the slope going up. It's -- there are ash trees, cedars that are -- all of these are
volunteer trees. There is probably about ten along the length of the property that are 30 to 40 feet
tall. They're 10 inch caliper trees. There is a lot of things like buck hom and honeysuckle and
stuff that is more in the 10 foot range.
DAVID CROSS: How about this area right here, Kip (Finley), going back?
MR. FINLEY: Right here is Phragmites.
DAVID CROSS: In the swale.
MR. FINLEY: They're in the swale. The brush starts outside the swale where it is dryer.
There is a couple of evergreens or volunteers right at the fence.
PAUL BLaSER: Is that a drainage ditch?
MR. FINLEY: It drains the back side of the property. There is a high point pretty much
here (indicating) and drains around this way (indicating), this drains, and then this drains this
way (indicating).
So it is pretty much limited to right in their yard.
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FRED TROTT: Do you have any environmental issues with the property?
MR. FINLEY: No. It has actually been pretty well remediated. When Frontier ended their
lease, they had to take care of everything that was part of the property. So they had -- actually, as
part of the purchase, I think we're off to a Phase 2, just to be sure., for environmental. There was
Phase 1. There was tank removal, oil water separator removal. They have done geo probes all
around the site, and it has come up clean, and they have the documentation from DEC that it is -that they're required of. It is a clean site. It needS repair, but it is clean.
FRED TROIT: Now, you're removing the easterly building?
MR. FINLEY: Yes.
FRED TROTT: How much of the other building -- is it possible to remove that to get a
100 foot buffer with the fence still where it is?
MR. FINLEY: Well, the plans for the other building are to use that -- right now it is
basically a huge carport. They're both huge carports. The middle building, what they're going to
do is put in garage doors and wrap i~ make a curtain wall so it is actually an enclosed building.
He wants that whole square footage to store vehicles and materials. So that -- I don't know if
structurally it is possible or not possible, but I know he would like to keep the building. If he
pays for it, he would like to keep it.
The one on the east side will be gone, so that will be one less yellow building. When
they're repainted, they will all be repainted in earth tone colors, so it blends in even more.
PAUL BLOSER: On the south side only, because that is what we're looking at, are you
proposing any type of vegetation additionally at this point? Knowing that most of it would be
ending up in that swale.
DAYID CROSS: I think to jump off that, Paul (Bloser), there is room between the bottom
of the swale, going up the bank towards the south property line. There has to be at least maybe
40 feet on the -- on kind of the western end., and maybe 10 or 15 feet on the eastern end of the
property to add some vegetated buffer there.
MR. FINLEY: As far as what is shown on our plans right now, there is buffering on this
side that wraps around (indicating), on the comer. One of the things we thought that might be
helpful for this is not to come in and clear what is there and try to plant something there that
woUld take years to grow. We thought it would be more effective to be something more natural
and plant some saplings of evergreens up the slope a little where it is dryer, in this area
(indicating), to go in there and dig up holes and plant full-sized trees will be pretty disruptive. To
go in and plant saplings that will grow over a few years -- we can pick a variety that will work.
There is also varieties that have -- of deciduous trees like Alders or certain varieties of
willows that grow pretty tall and columnar that would grow even fatter. It would be the same
situation you saw in the pictures. You could see through the twigs in the winter.
So that is a reasonable approach. To go in and plant 50 really tall evergreens is going to
destroy what is there, and -- right now we're currently -PAUL BLOSER: In this area here, to put in 6 to 8 foot trees, you would be basically right
at that line (indicating). Over here (indicating), all you will be doing is looking at the tops of
them; is that correct?
MR. FINLEY: They wouldn't be effective until they grew past the top of the berm or the
railroad embankment, so we want something that is further up the slope and win get more -something more effective sooner, but right now there is a lot of mature trees in there, we want to
cut to plant smaller trees. But we were willing to come up with some solution here tonight,
figuring there is -- got to be something reasonable to do. We would rather do something like that
than cut out pavement and move fences and do that.
PAUL BLOSER: So in the previous code., you're almost -- for the entire length, you're
almost completely compliant with the 60 foot, other other than the two that we have the 30 foot,
correct?
MR. FINLEY: Yeah.
FRED TROTT: Why do you have to be -- that is one of the things I didn't understand.
Why do you have to change to the new zoning ifit is an already existing property?
PAUL BLOSER: It is changing ownership.
MR. FINLEY: Going through site plan review as part of the special pennit process, so you
either have to address site plan issues if you're building something new, or at least document and
show proof of a hardship to make sure there is something on the record that says you addressed
things that don't comply. That is where we originally didn't give the thought and it is here. We're
not proposing any new fence, or buildings, or new pavement, so it got through until like the fIrst
review Committee meeting to where it says it isn't technically meetIng the code.
PAUL BLOSER: What is the height of the existing fence in the back there right now?
MR. FINLEY: It is 6 feet all of the way around the compound. It is about a
seven-year-old chain-link fence. It's in good shape. Inside the compound there is some that
needs to be taken out, but the ~rimeter fence is all fairly new.
PAUL BLOSER: Kip (Finley)., did you do any topographicals that would show ground
level in the back of the yards, the varying heights? I mean you have got some good photos here
that shows the thickest, looking through. Looking through these three property lines at this point.
But for line of sight, from the backyard, I mean -- you start out at Union Street. It is low. It goes
up a hill.
MR. FINLEY: There is a knoll in Paul Road. It is kind of at this grade, or grade of the
railroad at the west end. It goes up a hill and then comes back down closer to the east end.
When I created this, we looked on the U.S.O.S. map, and it is higher, and I'm trying to
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remember just how much. I think it is probably at least 15 to 20 feet higher at the knoll on Paul
Ro~ but then again~ if you're doing a sight line from up here (indicating), if you're coming in
with a sight line from up here (indicating), looking down, it becomes even more impossible to
plant or do anything that blocks that view.
PAUL BLOSER: 30 foot trees would barely cover it. It is an impossibility almost at that
point.
MR. FINLEY: Yes.
MICHAEL NYHAN: Just a few questions. On your large drawing you have over here we
have the vegetation that you are going to put in that faces Union Street and wraps around the
dwnpster storage area. From where that vegetation or where the new pJantinss will end, over to
the first building, am I to understand there are mature trees in that area that WIll block the heavy
equipment and the roll-off area?
MR. FINLEY: The mature trees are more at this end (indicating), the west end. I think
something about when they graded the ditch and they swung it over, they cut this back
(indicating). So this is brush. The mature trees are m this area (indicating). And they're mature,
as they're 8 -- 6, 8, 10 caliper ash trees that their canopy is up starting at maybe 8, 10 feet and up
to 30 or so. And theire probably 30 feet apart, it so is not a wall -MICHAEL NYHAN: The swale you showed us is between those mature trees and the
north line you drew in blue and red there?
MR. FINLEY: (Indicating) yes. Like that (indicating) and then it swings over like that.
MICHAEL NYHAN: A few other questions.
You started the process prior to the enactment of this new ordinance, correct?
MR. FINLEY: The negotiation to purchase it was done last faIl, and then they came to us
jointly~ the buyer and seller -- buyer -- or seller to have the survey done, buyer to have us do the
site plan, and that was in early January. I think our first submittal was probably in February.
Yeah. The first drawing was February 5th, so it was in that time range.
MICHAEL NYHAN: Okay. Any changes p'roposed to the budding footprint other than
the demolition of -- possible demolition of one butldin~? Any new buildfugs, any additions, any
changes to the footprint of the other two existing buildmgs proposed?
MR.. FINLEY: No. Not to the footprint. This builditig will be renovated, but in its
footprint.
MICHAEL NYHAN: Hours of operation for the complex outside of snow removal type
things in the winter, which could be any time? Nonnal business operating hoUtS.
MR. FINLEY: That is the one that varies. Business operations, generally people start
arriving in the 6:30, 7 o·clock range get their out trucks and head out. They can filter back in
until six at night. U ill, slightly later in the summer maybe. They have a mechanic that works
inside from 3 to 11, so that if a truck needs some service or something when the crews brings it
back, they can brin~ it in and the mechanic works on it so it is done by the next day. That is
indoors. And then ill the winter if it snows at midnight or something, they come in and pick up
the pickup trucks and go out and do their routes.
MICHAEL NYHAN : You mentioned in existing storage salt areas. Is there salt storage at
this location?
MR. FINLEY: What it is proposed for is in this building is originally where we were
going to put the salt undercover. You need that so it is not getting the rainwater and causing an
environmental problem. Since we have decided to take this down, we have modified the plan to
show the two proposed bunkers. They're not permanent structures. They're a modular concrete
block type structure and then they have a canopy over it.
IvIICHAEL NYHAN: So It will be open walls with a canopy? So you will see the salt pile,
but it will be covered?
MR. FINLEY: No. The walls go -- I'm trying to think. They're 2 foot sections so they can
be either 6 to 8 feet tall. You will see the salt coming out the end a little bit, and then there is a
canopy over it.
MR. DANIEL BOON : You want me to step in and tell them what it is?
1\.fR. FINLEY: This is Dan Boon who can answer technical.
MR. DANIEL BOON: This is basically like a municipality or State or anybody builds. It
will be a masonry three-sided block structure with the canopy top on it. You know, you buy the
tops. The openings on them will be to the east.
MR. FINLEY: The canopies are the same or less height of the building they're putting up
to. So looking from this way, you won't see the canopies. Looking from the east, from this open
area, you will see them because this building will be gone.
MR. DANIEL BOON: Part of what we chose IS to keep them up further in the site also,
instead of bringing them down in the back.
MR. FINLEY: That was another thing that I'm not sure I wrote in there, but anything we
could put far away from the south line, the mulch bunkers are about as far as they can be from the
south line. The fuel approve-ground storage tanks are as far away as they can be from the south
lot line. So anything big and noticeable we have pushed up to here, because this is all industrial
zoning right next to it.
MICHAEL NYHAN: One other thing. Is there any repurpose of the area other than those
salt storage areas you talked about, in that the area where the demolished building will be used
for, what will that be once you demolish the building?
MR. DANIEL BOON: Just going to use it for -- we talked like in the back when we frrst
started this proj ect to put some loaders and stuff in the back, out of sight. That is all we'll use it
ll
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for. Basically to bring some more of the things out in the front to the back to keep the stuff to the
back side, where virtually we're looking at the woods.
PAUL BLOSER: Your mu]ch storage is along there, too.
MR. DANIEL BOON: The mu]ch storage we'll try to keep up there in the front. Basically,
it's good -- it's good to keep the mulch storage away from any other structures any ways., so it is a
good place to keep it for a lot of safety reasons.
PAUL BLOSER: Is the mulch storage and like these bunkers also -MR.. DANIEL BOON: Same thing, but no tops on. Same type of block.
PAUL BLOSER: Keep the colors separated?
MR. DANIEL BOON : Yes. There will be three bins there.
MICHAEL NYHAN: One last thing if I could. The area to the east where you will be
demolishing that building, having loaders and storage of salt, what is your intention to buffer
from the sound of that operation, because loaders always have back-up alanns and what not?
How will you buffer for any kind of sound? That is the comer that is 200 feet away from a
house; is that correct?
MR. FINLEY: That is the one 250 lot line to lot line.
MICHAEL NYHAN: What is your intentions for buffering sound in the area?
MR FINLEY: I think it is more a case when the operation is done.
MR. DANIEL BOON: Again, that is why we choose to kee{l them up to the lead. We
really don't load salt in the evening time. Our trucks in the wintertime are loaded so if we have to
go out at 3, 4 o'clock in the morning to take care of our properties. The trucks in the wintertime,
generally we kee~ them loaded and they are inside, keep them try. So we just take them out of
the building. We II be in the main building, the block building up on the lead. We already have a
plan how to do that in the evenings. We take them out, go down the road and be gone. They
may -- they usually don't get back to 7, 8 o'clock in the moming. That is usually the earliest, and
then we would load them. That is one of the reasons why we want to keep everything up to the
lead of the property.
MICHAEL NYHAN: That would on Saturdays and Sunday., as well?
MR. DANIEL BOON: We dontt receive any salt at night. We bring salt in during the day,
if we do bring any in to replenish our stock.
MICHAEL NYHAN: That would also be on Saturday and Sunday, correct?
MR. DANIEL BOON: Thatts correct. lfit snows. We have to respond when it snows.
MICHAEL NYHAN: Is there any way to buffer then in that area?
PAUL BLOSER: Before you go that way, I want to ask a question. You're loading salt.
Most of your loaders at this point are being stored on your customer site.
MR. DANIEL BOON: In the wintertime we only have one loader on site. One machine.
The loaders in the summertime, they're just there parked. When we bring everything home from
like RIT and, you know, wherever we -- we do a lot of shopping plazas. We bring them there
just to keep them on the facility because we have to bring them home for the summer months and
then everything goes out in the wintertime. We have one loader and that is for our own purpose
around the complex and to load salt with.
MR. FINLEY: There is really not too much that is effective to do other than -- I mean we
could leave part of the building there to block it, and it's not a beehive of loaders. It is the one
that loads up the trucks and then parks. But as far as -- there really is not. It is really
intennittent.
But you're righ~ they have the back-up beepers. Again, we contend it has already been a
site that has had trucks and noise and beepers for 40 years and it·s on a main line Conrail track, so
for the occasional beeping, we didn't see that as really being something to warrant a sound
screening.
FRED TROTI: The -- your salt storage, and where you're going to haul the mulch, do you
needs permits for that? Do you need buildirigs pennits for that?
PAUL BLOSER: The bunkers?
FRED TROTT: The bunkers.
MR. FINLEY: The bunkers aren't structures with footings, so I don't believe those need a
building pennit.
FRED TROTT: The Rochester Gas & Electric and the Fire Department, they have that
property and their use for them?
MR. FINLEY: RG&E is a utility right-of.way. The fire hall, ri@t now it is vacant. I don·t
think they use it for anything. It has been cleared in the past. We rent from the fIre hall and they
have no plans. We have talked to them. They have no plans to do anything. It is just land that
they have for future, I guess.
ROBERT MULCAHY: What type ofli~ting will they have on these buildings?
MR. FINLEY: The lighting on The builaing, what they have now is all fairly decrepit,
1970s fIxtures. Our site plan application has a cut sheet for a wall pack units that have a shielded
diffuser that washes down the building wall. So similar to what we have here over the door
ways, we have those wall packs that have the shield, but that is what we're having.
There is not a real abundance of them around this side. They're on the sides of the
buildings. This end is pretty dark. I think there may be one ... I don·t -- no. We have one on this
side of that building. Other site lighting is -- we're actually taking out one of the li~ts that has
already been there. They have some streetlights on the property. We're going to take one out.
(Inaudible. )
PAUL BLOSER: I will ask again that we keep our comments focused on this application,
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on the buffering on the south lot. And what is before us, not other site plan issues.
MR. SCHUM: Daniel Schum. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My name is Daniel Schum and
I'm an attorney with offices at 43 Nichols Street, Spencerport, New York. I represent Edward
VanDe Water who is here this evening. He's the owner of the Amish Outlet., which is located
immediately west of and adjacent to this property. He uses that, as the Board is probably well
aware of, for a commercial use. And I speak. on his behalf and I would like to address the Board
on the matters that are before the Board as Chainnan indicated. And I thank you for this
opportunity.
Um, a question was asked by one of the Board members concerning the status of the
application and the status of the property. I want to clear that up so the Board is acutely aware of
the present status of the property. The property is not permitted for the uses which are proposed.
The General Industrial zone of the Town of Chili does not permit a truck maintenance or repair
tenninal. It does not permit dumpster and roll-off storage. It does not permit landscaping and
snowplowing and truck equipment stomge. It does permit a fuel facility. It does not permit a
garbage truck or roll-off storage unit. It does not pennit stock piling of mulch or salt. It does not
permit any of the proposed uses as a permitted use in the zone. It is a new application before the
Town.
It is not a rehash of something that there was there 30 years ago. This application cannot
rest on what was there 30 years ago. It is a brand new application. The -- the Planning Board
and this Board must treat it as such.
What was there before and what they did there before is of no moment to this Board. And,
in fact, if you look at the General Industrial zone, I point out to the cowt -- to the Board, that the
public utility building and yard is still a permitted use. So if RG&E, Niagara Mohawk,
somebody else wanted to come in and put a public utility yard, they could do that as a matter of
right under your code. Nowhere do any of the proposed uses fit within the permitted uses of the
code. That is why this applicant is before the Planning Board for a special permit, because it
needs to find or have the Board fmd that it is a similar use to those used within the zone.
PAUL BLOSER: Counselor, not to interrupt you and I apologize. We're not looking at a
use vanance.
MR. SCHUM: I understand that, but it is very important to understand, because there was
questions about well, it's similar to what was there before. You know, they -- the former owner
had 40 trucks there, so we're using less or more. And it is of no moment to this application. This
is a new application. The Board should consider this as a blank sheet of paper as far as this
application is concerned.
PAUL BLOSER: I will accept that argument.
Thank you.
MR. SCHUM: The Planning Board itself has not approved or even considered this
application favorably as yet. There is some infonnation in the application which indicates that
the Planning Board has reviewed or approved some parts of the landscaping or buffering plan,
and that's not true. There is nothing before the Planning Board that has been approved.
Mr. Martin of the Planning Board indicated, of course, a concern about screening on -on -- especially if the roll-off's were stored on the property. Mr. Powers -- one question that was
asked and I don't think: it has ever been answered by this applicant this evening, we really don't
know what we're trying to buffer. We -- we -.. one of the neighbors went -- spent the time ....
Mr. Gardner spent the time to go through the application that is before the Planning Board, and at
one point in time the applicant said he could have approximately 60 dumpsters, 12 front end
loaders, 7 garbage trucks, 12 heavy duty trucks, 12 pickup, 11 trai]ers and various landscaping
equipment on the property at anyone time.
I think it's important when we're discussing buffering to understand what we're trying to
buffer against. What we're trying to visually block, what we're trying to block from noise, what
we're trying to block from odor. Those are all legitimate concerns that are addressed in your
Town code, and I really don't know if this Board has a good feel for what the maximum number
of stuff On this property is ever going to be that we're trying to buffer from. But it is very
imf0rtant because as was pointed out by one of the Board members, when you're sitting up on a
hil 30 or 20 feet higher from the property you're trying to buffer, it's a different sight line.
Y ou're going to see a whole lot more looking from a higher elevation than you are on the
common elevation. And I think that was pOinted out in the overhead that was before the Board.
The -- one thing that is also of importance is -- among many, is that Mr. Martin, Chairman
of the Planning Board, mentioned that if the Board were to grant a special permit for this use, it
becomes permanent. In other words, this is not a permit that the Board can yank back and two
years or five years if the neighbors object or the beauty parlor has too many parked cars or there
is some other code violation. It is a very, very, very permanent result. So consequently, this
app1icatio~ this application for buffering is ultimately important to the whole applicatio~
because the impact on the residents of the Town of Chili IS to the south and to the west. Let's
face it. To the east and north there is vacant land. But these people aren't here to just breathe the
air. They're here to tell you about their concerns about buffering on this property.
Mr. O'Toole, the Town Attorney, fwther indicated that the -- these uses in a General
Industrial District is a very aggressive legal argwnent and requested in a letter citing chapter and
verse how the applicant believes that this use can exist in this zone. It's not pennitted.
Now, havmg said that, now you have a picture of how this property exists. It exists as a
blank sheet of paper. The applicant has discussed the buildings that are there, and the fences and
those sorts of things, but really, it is a blank sheet of paper as far as this Board is concerned,
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because you have the authority and the direction honestly, urn, if you don't find practical
difficulty, to impose a buffer, to allow the Plamring Board, I should day -- the Plamring Board
does buffering. You only say whether it has to have a buffer, whether it doesn't have to have a
buffer or something in between. The Planning Board decides what that buffer is going to be,
what it is going to look like, what it is going to consist of. That is not your job, I donlt think.
The Board is aware of the five criteria for area variance. I will go through them one by one
because I want the record to reflect we have considered each one of these. Theyrre set forth in
Section 500.. 74 of the Chili Code and also Section 267 of the To'WIl Law. I will take them a little
out of order because I think it is important.
The first one is "Can the benefit sought to be achieved be achieved by some other method
feasible to the applicant, other than the area variance?"
You fnst have to ask, what benefit is the applicant trying to achieve? I believe the benefit
is to use all of the property without compliance whatsoever with the Town statutes. Itls a lot
cheaper not to have a buffer. You can use it right up to the pro~rty line. Right up to the fence
line and beyond the fence line. You don't have to provide a buffer, so you can use 100 percent
of the property. That is the benefit that the applicant is trying to achieve.
Can't be any other, because otherwise he would say we'll take the fust 100 feet to the south
and make a buffer out of it. We wouldn't be here.
It's obviously cheaper.
If he uses 100 percent of the service of the property for storage and parking and without
regard to the visual or noise or odor concerns of the nei~bors, then he is using it to the detriment
of the community. He is trying to achieve a benefit to himself, at far less expense, no expense,
without concern to the visual, noise or odor concerns of the neighbors.
Your ordinance says, and I quote under the code, that uIn a GI District when it abuts
another district, a fully landscaped buffer of 100 feet in width must be provided along the full
length. n It doesn't say "may" or -- or "can be" or "Board can consider. tt It says, "shall be
provided. It
"And at no time shall the use of the property cause a dissemination of dust, smoke, odor,
observable gas fumes, odors, et cetera. n I want to go over to the applicant's map.
I'm going to take this same colored pen here, and I looked at this map a couple days ago,
and there was very little difference in the elevation from the -- from this property (indicating) to
this property (indicating). It started to drop off in here (indicating). But what is wrong with
taking all of this (indicating) and making it a buffer? Nothing whatsoever. The applicant owns
it. He controls it. It would provide 100 foot buffer in parts, not in all, but in parts. You know,
he can leave that building tile way he has it. He proposes to remove this in any event. That
complies with the code. Very simply. The fence that is here is artificial. You can move that
fence to here (indicating). Very simple. Move the fence.
He is going to say, nI'm losing some blacktop:> area where I can park dumpsters and trash
haulers and other things. It
That is the trade..off. That's the trade-off you have for using the property in a reasonable
fashion, while addressing the reasonable concerns of the adjoining owners. I submit to you that
there is no reason why, none whatsoever, why this applicant should be allowed to leave the
blacktop., leave the chain link fence where it IS and leave all of those other improvements there
when he can easily maintain an almost 100 percent of a 100 foot buffer on this property and be in
compliance with the code. The only benefit he seeks is because it is cheaper and easier. And the
detriment to the neighbors is extraordinary.
That is Test Number 1. The Test Number 2 is whether the requested variance is
substantial. Prior to reading the letter that I saw yesterday, he was requesting a zero variance. I
read the letter. We all heard the explanation. And the explanation is to maintain the natural
vegetative buffer. I had to go out and look at it again after I read that. It's scrub. Itts junk. It
does not provide any buffer whatsoever. That means the appJicant seeks to do nothing at no cost
and no effort and to comply with the code. He wants to leave what is on the other side of the
fence in its quote natural vegetative state. He proposes to add some saplings or some trees of
some nature that are indescribable necessarily., and in his recent letter, he says, no, I'm mistaken.
I want to vary it from 40 to 70 percent. That means he is asking for a 40 to 70 percent variance
from what your code requires. I believe that is substantial. That is huge. Especially when youtre
talking about buffering between districts. It is not as though he is asking for a 5 foot setback and
you have got a 7 foot, 8 foot requirement. He is asking for a 40 to 70 percent reduction in the
requirements of the code. So I submit that the requested variance is, being, in fact, substantial.
The next standard is will the variance if granted have an adverse impact on the physical or
environmental conditions in the neighborhood or district. All we heard about was a visua1
description of what they expect the natural vegetative state to handle. We don't know what
would happen if the Planning Board had the opportunity to actuaJly plant a buffer in this area.
We don't have any idea what that would be, because if this Board grants this variance, there
won't be any. There will be nothing done on that property, other than to maintain the natural
vegetative state. Thatrs an abomination. That should not happen. If you're going to park that
many vehicles, those many dumpsters, garbage trucks in there, loaders that if you look at the one
that is there today, that loader would touch this ceiling. We're going to park SIX or seven of them
there all summer, all summer when they're not plowing the parking lots.
That's visuaL But nothing was addressed for noise. Nothing was addressed for odors.
Nothing was addressed for hours of operation. I submit buffers address all of those issues. Your
ordinance allows a buffer to be designed to address all of those issues.
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So will the variance, if granted, have an adverse impact on the physical or environmental
conditions of neighborhood or the district? Absolutely yes. If you grant this variance, nothing
will change from 40 years ago when that site plan was approved for use by the utility.
The applicant's own PICtureS, you can see the buHdmgs today. Put some loaders in there.
Put 60, 70 dumpsters in there, put some garbage trucks. What about the noise, what about the
smell? What about the hours of operation?
The .... the next test is whether an undesirable change will be reduced in the character of the
nei~borhood or a detriment to neighboring properties will be created by the granting of a
vanance. Again, that is the very argument for a buffer. The fact -- we're not talking about
whether a guy is going to put his garage 5 feet closer to the side lot line than allowed by the
ordinance. We're talking about an ordinance acknowledgment by the fathers of this Town that
where abutting districts abut one another, there is a recognized need for a buffer. This is not
something that youtre given the opportunity to say Ityes" or tt no." The code says it is. It is an
acknowledged nnpact on the neighborhood. And in order to lessen that impact, the Board has, in
its wisdom., established a code that says buffers are required.
If this Board, in its wisdom says nOli we'll let it go the way it is, then you're just flying in the
face of every zone that abuts to another. The next guy that comes before this Board or the
Planning Board will say the same thing, "Well, you did it there. What was the reason?"
You know, what more of an obnoxious use? I'm not saying the use isn't necessary. I'm not
saying Mr. Boon isn't a good operator. I'm just saying that there is natural consequences to this
type of use that need a buffer, and it's up to the Plannmg Board to design that buffer to protect the
neighborhood from the noise and the odor and the site of the visuall?ollution. It is up to this
Board to uphold the ordinance unless you find that all of these critena have been met, and I don't
think one of them has.
I will quote from the Town of Chili letter to Mr. Boon dated April 15th, 2009, sent from
Chairman of the Chili Planning Board. "The applicant will need a variance from the Zoning
Board of Appeals for the required 100 foot buffer between the GI zone and the residential zone to
the south. If the variance is not approved., the applicant will need to meet all code requirements
as spelled out in Section 500-2 1(E)2. That is an acknowledgment by the Planning Board that
their doing away with that buffer is not something that the Planning Board has given an
empermato (phonetic) to. They haven't approved it. They haven't acted upon it. All they're
saymg to the applicant is, recognize that we have a buffer requirement and it applies to your
application, and we're going to enforce that requirement unless the Zoning Board feels you met
the area variance test.
And the last test of the area variance is whether the alleged difficulty was self-created. The
test is whether the alleged difficulty was self-created. We have to look first at what is the
difficulty? What is the difficulty with compliance? There is no difficulty. The applicant showed
it this evening. I sort of colored in the area that he failed to color in. But that is what the
applicant can do with little or no difficulty. He wiIllose some of his parking area, no question
about it. Ifhe doesn't, these people will lose their quality of life. That is the balancing test.
Practical difficulty is the balancing test.
And in the balancing, the -- the Board has to weigh the benefit to the applicant as opposed
to the impact on the adjoining properties. And I submit very honestly, I have weighed up a
number of times in my mind. I obviously am biased here to represent my client's position, but I
believe I'm sincere in my analysis of what is here. The applicant is not an owner. You should
understand this. The applicant is not an owner of the property. He has a contract to purchase the
property. He is buying It with his eyes open to a11 of the code requirements. If he doesn't get the
variances from you, or if he doesn't get the application approved by the Planning Board with
conditions that he wants, he can walk away. He has suffered no damage whatsoever.
This isn't like the guy that built the -- built the garage or the addition to his house and then
comes begging to this Board for a pennit because he would have to tear it down. This applicant
does not suffer any economic hann whatsoever if this Board were to not grant this variance
application. So this -- this is a -- is this a self-created hardship? Not even a hardship. It is a
self-created difficulty. I have trouble identifying what the difficulty of it is in itself, but
presuming there is a difficulty, it is clearly something within the applicant's control. The
applicant's desire is to use 100 percent of his property without regard to compliance with the
code requirements.
He has created that difficulty. He can give up ~ little bit of what he has got and blacktop.
He can move the fence and comply with the code. That is not too much to ask.
Thank you. Thank you.

GRAY GARDNER, 1362 Paul Road
MR. ORAY GARDNER: Gray Gardner, 1362 Paul Road. I'm going to repeat some of

what has already been said here, but ,. .. I may repeat some of what has already been said here
tonight, but so I don1t forget anything, I will read what I have, and if I'm repeating it, it's what I'm
going to do.
First, a couple of clarifications. The -- the drainage issues on the property, there is an
indication there is a swale on the north side of the railroad tracks which is not true. All of the
drainage from Paul Road area is depicted on that drainage going through the swale area between
the Boon proposed property, the Amish Outlet and from there it travels to the scrap yard. I know
this because I have cleaned it all. I have maintained it over the years.
I have been a resident of Chili for over 40 years and employed for over 30. I'm here to
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voice my concerns and disapproval of Boons & Sons t application for a variance allowing zero of
a fully landscaping buffer bOrdering a Residential Distnct from the property located at 3520..A
Union Street per Town Code Sections 500-21 (E) 2, 3 and 4 that reads: "Wherever permitted use
in a OJ District is located adjacent to any other district, with the exception of an LI, Limited
Industrial District, fully landscape buffer 100 feet in width must be provided along the full length
of the adjacency_ This buffer area shall be planted and perpetually maintained with live trees and
shrubs at least 6 foot in height and shall such other grading and landscaping as necessary to
visibly and audibly screen industrial activities from the adjacent district. The treatment of the
buffer area shall, however, not appear to be unnatural or ngid such as bunker-like, straight ridges
or walls as determined by the Planning Board during its review of the site plan.
At no time shall any result in or cause the dissemination of dust, smoke, smog, observable
gasses, fumes, odor, radiation or other atmospheric pollutions, objectionable noise, glare or
vibrations or hazards to any adjacent buildings or to any plant growth or any land adjacent to the
site.
The architectural treatment and general appearance of all buildings and srounds should be
in keeping with the purpose of the district and shall be of such quality and deSIgn to be a visual
asset to the area in which they're located."
It also -- I would like to take this time to further cite Section 500-2 1(A) that reads, "The
purpose of the district is to provide for the establishment of heavy industrial uses essential to the
development of a balanced economic base in the industrial environment. And it will regulate
such industrial develol?ment so that it will not be detrimental or hazardous to the surrounding
community and the ci1J.zens thereof. 1t
AncfSection 500-32(B), which also reads~ uIn order to grant a s{?ecial permit use the
Planning Board or Zoning Board shall fmd that the establishment, mamtenance or operation of
the use applied will not under the circumstances of the particular case, be detrimental to the
health, safety or welfare of persons residing or working in the neighborhood of such proposed
use or be detrimental or injurious to the properties or improvements in the neighborhood or to the
general welfare of the Town. U
I can tell you that such a business so close to our homes could, indeed, be hazardous and
detrimental to our health. Poor air quality, fiunes, dust, odors and other a1mospheric pollutants
could be deadly for my son who is on life support and living 24 hours a day, 7 days a week on a
ventilator. I have spoken with people from the DEC, the Health Department in support of my
letters from my son's doctors. This is a real risk and could be a threat to his life. These are valid
concerns my son and I have. The Town Supervisor has dismissed the health concerns my son to
be petty and blown out of proportion. I woUld caution the Board not to make the same mistake
and do all it can to ease our concerns and fears and prove to us that they are unwarranted.
To even consider Mr. Boon's application for a variance would be ludicrous. If you're
answer is anything but a total denial, I would ask for Phase 1 EAF full-blown positive
declaration, and thls should be done before this application moves any further. So let me again
address a few of our concerns.
The visual impact on many of our properties will be tremendous. Already we look at these
yellow deteriorated buildings and parking areas throughout the year. Now Boon proposes to
move his entire fleet to the site complete with some 60 red dumpsters, 12 front-end loaders, 7
refuse/recycling trucks and another 12 heavy-duty trucks, 21 pickup trucks and another 11
trailers. Various other landscape equipment with room and growth for such a booming business.
The noise of such equipment will make a 24/7 operation complete with back-up alanns on
much of the equipment to moving the large dumpsters in and out of the facility, and the
mechanics servicmg the equipment to 11:30 each night. These hours of operation leave little
time to peace and quiet and sleep after we all had a hard day at work or to enjoy some family
time in our backyards.
The odor refuse collection smells. Household refuse or construction material, it smells.
Dumping the trucks daily doesn't eliminate the odor. You do not empty your cigarette from an
ashtray and expect the ashtray not to smell.
Air 'l.ua1ity, ag~ is most important to my family, as my son is on a ventilator. And the air
quality agam to put my son's health at if you recall risk. Why wouldn't Mr. Boon be required to
take every precaution necessary to protect the homes and the residents nearby in his business.
Mr. Boon knew of the code prior to his interest in the property.
Mr. Finley will tell you already there exists a natural buffer between the districts which
includes the railroad and easement to RG&E the property owned by the Chili Fire Department,
all which is true to a degree, and all of which is part of the residential district. Be not be fooled
again by Mr. Finley's sugar-coated half-truths and exaggerations. What Mr. Finley failed to tell
you is the CSX railroad aimlessly sprays and kills everythin~ on both sides of the railroad tracks
back beyond the ballast lines. And everyone knows RG&E IS always keeping up on clearing
brush from their lines and easements. And the Town crew, as well, removes a path of brush
some 30 to 40 feet wide to routinely clean and redefine the drainage ditches in the area. One of
which comes parallel on the south side of the railroad tracks, so the 40 to 60 foot of brush and
saplings that might exist now is reduced each and every year. The aerial photos that I provided,
urn., there is a picture from 1994 of the area, and a second one of 2009, along with others I have
provided, and it clearly shows a very large area where very little grows and very little has
changed in 15 years. So once again, Mr. Finleis claims that there is now this 250 to 60 foot of
vegetation is just not true.
To say the property south of the railroad tracks is owned by the Fire Department, it could
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be sold tomorrow next week or even next year and all of the brush that makes -- that make -- to
be removed to make way for other homes, leaving us to the south of the site totally exposed.
Then what? It's not the burden of the Residential District to buffer their home from tlie GI

District, but the other way around.
The Town Code 500-21 (E)2 is the Town law and I believe it is your duty to protect the
Residential District and enforce it. This a new application. The phone company has been gone
for five years now, if not lon~er. Mr. Boon must be held to the current code requiring the 100
foot buffer between the district. There should be no compromise to the code. Issues of him not
having enough room without removing a portion of the storage buildings, crumbling blacktop
and relocating the fence should not be an excuse for not following the code. Mr. Boon was well
aware of this code. He has already told the Planning Board at the April 14th meeting one of the
buildings would most likely be coming down before he owns the premises. The other is in need
of some major renovations. Perhaps the Architectural Review Board should be looking at this
all. Mr. Boon always has the opportunity to look at another piece of property.
It is my understanding, and I will ask for some clarification from the Board, but I was told
once a variance is approved, that it is indefinite; that this stays with the property.
PAUL BLOSER: That's correct.
MR. GRAY GARDNER: So if Mr. Boon isn't there, five years, ten years from now~
somebody else is, we have no recourse with this, do we; is that correct?
PAUL BLOSER: That is correct.
MR. GRAY GARDNER: There was a comment made by Mr. Boon that you know the
answer to -- was to Eut everything in the back corner to the northeast, which only makes
everything more viSIble to the property owners on Paul Road and I don't think: this is -- this is the
answer at all.
That's all. Thanks for your time.
PAUL BLOSER: I have a quick question. You did submit a letter from your doctor.
MR. GRAY GARDNER: Two doctors, yes.
PAUL BLOSER: I do have that for the record.
You also stated you talked with a DEC and Health Department-MR. GRAY GARDNER: Yes, I did.
PAUL BLOSER: Do you have letters from them about the pollutants .MR. GRAY GARDNER: I don't. I just had phone conversations with them. They all said
that I had valid concerns, and that's what I am looking for, is somebody to look at those. I mean
at this point who do you ask?
PAUL BLOSER: The other one rm looking at in your letter, you talked about CSX
annually sprays and kills everything on both sides of the tracks. Are you in discussion with them
about what they're using for sprays and possible toxins or chemicals to do that?
MR. GRAY GARDNER: That I dontt know. I do know I have talked with people at CSX.
They spray every year.
PAUL BLOSER: I see it, and I know they do it also. I'm just wondering if you have any
reports what they're doing and what impact that is?
1\1R.. GRAY GARDNER: I don't have that.
PAUL BLOSER: Okay. Thank you.
There is a lot of talk about container smells, and I guess my question there is, just for
clarification, your containers are being used for construction debris; is that correct?
MR. DANIEL BOON: C & D, correct.
PAUL BLOSER: Are you hauling garbage with these?
MR. DANIEL BOON: No, sir.
PAUL BLOSER: So these containers are-MR. DANIEL BOON: For construction.
PAUL BLOSER: Only what rainwater, snow sits in them.
MR. DANIEL BOON: Construction debris. That is what theytre made for. The same
thing you get at your house if you have a roof put on or new siding.
MR. BURKE: Patrick Burke. rm appearing for Dan Boon. Burke and Burke, 19 West
Main Street.
And Kip (Finley) did an excellent job explaining the project. I would just like to reiterate a
few items before the public comment section is closed. One is the fact that fust of all, as I
understand it., this Frontier facilio/. closed down two years ago, not five years ago. And with
reference to the uses that this faCIlity under went dunng the time that Frontier was there, almost
all those uses are the same uses that are here in this application. Dispatch of vehicles, storage of
materials, maintenance of the vehicles on site, fuel for fleet vehicles, often use, it - it is literally
the same type of character use being utilized by Mr. Boon in his landscaping and snowplowing
business as Frontier did in terms of its dispatch business.
And yes, in fact, the number of vehicles that are going to be in and out of that facility on a
daily basis are roughly about half of what Frontier was using.
So this idea that somehow or another this is somehow some greater or more significant use
is completely unfounded.
With reference to the buffering, it seems to me you have them all before you. I think: Kip
(Finley) showed you the picture and every picture tells a story. We have winter pictures and you
can barely see these buildings. If we took a picture in the middle of the summer, I'm sure they
would be almost invisible.
The fact of the matter is, the present buffering by virtue of what Mr. Schum calls -- what
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does he call it -- the maintenance of natural vegetative state he calls an abomination. That is
quite a big of vegetation to me. I could barely see the buildings through the pictures. Apparently
his eye sight is a little bit better than mine.
With reference to this idea there is no cost to the applicant, this applicant has already spent
thousands of dollars on environmental tests.
And the other thing is Mr. Vasile is the seller of this particular property. He has been
sitting here trying to go ahead and get this property sold. We have a use that comports with the
General Industrial use in this community, and to go ahead and put restrictions on Mr. Boon when
he is negotiating a sale, right at the time when this new code was, you know -- was being
introduced, certainly works a hardship on him.
He is in a situation here where ... part of the value of this building is that second building to
the west., the carport building which he plans to go ahead and invest almost $150,000 onto this
property to make it state of the art. This is a great benefit to the Town. It seems to me in terms
of its tax structure and the like, and on top of that, the idea that somehow or another that -- that
this -- this use is different than what was there before, it is really inexplicable.
With reference to --lastly, in the event that he doesn't get the zonin~ variance, he will be
really subject to a hardship. He has already put a sufficient - of the last SIX months he has been
working to put this application into a position where we can move forward and transfer his
business. For him to ~o ahead and be denied this applicatio~ have to go ahead and make an
additional search at this time, would be terribly taxmg to him.
DAN SULLIVAN, 1372 Paul Road
MR. SULLIVAN: Dan Sullivan. I live at 1372 Paul Road. These gentlemen are still
forgetting this code was just put into process Janumy, I believe it was. Through all of the years
Frontier was running it they weren't running trash bins in and out of it. They left in the morning.
They came hack in the evening. They weren't running 24 hours a day. They weren't running
seven days a week. They weren't in there banging and (inaudible) everything around. Just the
other day, we heard a big dump truck back in there banging around. Noise travels really quick,
really easy.
Took a drive around there. Big Boon & Sons vehicle was in there dumping rock allover in
there. I thought well, did Boon & Sons already buy this place or what? Theyre In there
working? So noise does travel.
The buffer does have to be put uJ? Welre looking at this -- back in the '70s when
everything was being tom down, um, np:ped down for industry and put up a parking lot. This is
2009. Everything is going green. Let's np down a parking lot and put up some trees. Tear down
that fence, back it up, rip up that driveway, let's put up some trees, maybe put up a nice picnic
area for Mr. Boon's employees. The deer run through there a Jot. We got to put up some kind of
buffer, something to knock off the noise. The visual especially.
We invited the Planning Board to come up and take a look for themselves. I don't know
what they're looking at when they come up and look on our street with their cameras, what
they're visualizing. We visualize it every day. We walk up and down the street with our
children, my grandchild, our dogs. We see it every day. Welre going to see it every single day if
they move m there with their dumpsters. Our friends, our family, visitors, urn, it's going to be
there for us to see forever.
And then whoever else moves in there, if Mr. Boon decides to move up his business -- if
you come down off that Union Street bridge, you see that nice Amish store with all of the nice
furniture out in front. Looking over, look off to the left, you will see a great big garbage dump
over there. Dumpsters allover, trucks. It is going to be a sight to see.
Just a few years back, ~ I believe the lady was named Mrs. Ball, I think the Town sent
her
ail because she didn't have a -- her property right over there was in quite the shambles.
They idn't cover up her dumpsters over on that one side. Right where that garage is. Chili
Automotive, that whole section in through there. Imagine what this side is going to look like
when you come down off that Union Street bridge, across from the railroad tracks.
I don't know how many people travel that area, but itts going to be a sight to see.
Thank you very much.

tOJ'

TERESA CROZIER, 21 Shrubbery Lane
MS. CROZIER: I agree with the residents and their comments, so I won't repeat any of
that. One thing that I noticed in the zoning laws, there is a 35-foot minimwn requirement for a
side yard and the 100 feet is in addition to that. So I just wanted to point that out.
And as far as the use not being different and it's inexplicable, I tota1ly don't agree with that.
That is not an issue here.
Another thing, at a recent Planning Board meeting Mr. Karelus made a statement about the
McDonald's proposal to tear down the building and put up a new one, saying now is the time to
right past wrongs, and you can correct me if I am wrong, I don't have the quote with me, but I
agree with him, and now is the time to adhere to the zoning laws. We have new zoning laws in
effect and I think that was done for a reason and it's to protect everybody's interest in the Town. I
really think having General Industrial next to the Residential, big consideration whether or not
you give any consideration to decreasing that 100 foot buffer.
Thank you very much.
NORM REYNOLDS, 1366 Paul Road
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:MR. REYNOLDS: Norm Reynolds, and I live at 1366 Paul Road.

On the second page of the application for the variance, line one, it says, "What
circumstances exist that prevent compliance with the requirements of the Town of Chili zoning
ordinance?t1
It says, "This site already has 70 foot of dense woods screening the OI zoning uses from
residents on Paul Road. ,t
The definition of dense in the dictionary is crowded, closely together, hard to penetrate,
thick as in a dense jungle, difficult to see through.
I think even the pictures that they showed up there you can still see the buildings, and if
you would like to come to my kitchen and look out at it right now, you can see what I mean,
because I don't think the pictures totally show it from the true colors of it.
At the Planning Board meeting there was a comment made, I think, by Kip (Finley) that
because of the height of the houses on Paul Road, they didn't really see how they could screen the
view up adequately. But the drawing up there shows that if you put the berm as close to the
property as you can, the point the gentleman made here, it automatically screens that view off
better. I think the code should be adhered to. I t is put there for a reason.
Thank you.
JOHN BURAKOWSKI, 57 Paul Road
MR. BURAKOWSKI: John Burakowski, 57 Paul Road.
Can I borrow your sketch that showed the trees? Do you still have that that you put up
here?
JAMES WIESNER: Is this the one you're looking for?
MR. BURAKOWSKI: Yes. When he drew the 20 foot height on this end for -- an
individual would be standing 20 foot up and a line of sight came in this direction (indicating), the
100 foot buffer here with the tree this tall, makes our line of sight considerably better. So let's
say 15 years after he has planted his 5 or 6 foot trees, there is something here to hide my finger
blocking a ton of what we have to look at. Ibis buffer is essentially for us. We really, really
need you to enforce this. Please don't let it go away.
BRIAN CORNWELL, 1365 Paul Road
MR. CORNWELL: Hello. My name is Brian Cornwell. I live at 1365 Paul Road. My
family has owned the house for like 40 years, and I remember distinctly Rochester Telephone
being in the building and then later Frontier. And they werenft there 24/7. They had like a
normal eight-hour day, whether they were leaving at 6, 7 in the morning and then coming home
in the afternoon and that was i~ the facility shut down. I would like to say that. That is what I
remembered.
I would also like to go over here, because this is a little deceiving. The way this is, is the
grade -- this doesn't show the grade at all. The grade like say around in this area (indicating)
starts going up. My house is right here (indicating), and I have -- my second -- my bedroom
window~ I have a bird's eye view of the facility. It doesn't matter to me. I have been looking at
the facility for 40 years, but the thlng I'm concerned about, you know, what exactly is a buffer?
Is it for sound, or IS it for visual? You know that's -- I'm not sure what the buffer IS.
But my concern is like my daucl1ter's window faces this (indicating), and they go to bed at
nine. And if it is nice out, we want die windows open. So if he is over here, if he wants to have
a second shift maintaining the vehicles, you know -- you know, we're going to be hearing impact
wrenches. If he maintains the equipmen~ all his dwnpsters, roll-offs, they may be over there
grindin~ and stuff. You know? It is just mainly, you know, that after 6 or 7, I don't know what
the zorung or the codes are or anything like that, but it's my concern that we would be hearing all
this, urn, maintenance on the vehicles. Not to mention the back-up signals. I can hear the
back-up signals from the -- the Union Processing from my house. As a matter of fact., I don't
know what their hours of business are over there, but they have woke me up at 3 o'clock in the
morning over there with the back-up signals at the Union Processing, and this facility here is, you
know, several 100 feet closer to our street, and you know, these -- I'm just trying to express some
of the concerns that I have.
And also, you know, Paul Road here, on our little section of Paul Road, we have 25 kids
that live on our little section of Paul Road that are 15 and under. If there is any environmental
impact, you know, I have daughters re -- you know, all these girls have reproductive organs and
all that. I know you may think what the hell he is talking about. But if there are concerns about
stuff getting airborne, the prevailing winds and all that, you know, it's ..- it is a concern and I just
want to express them. YOll know, by giving this -- this buffer, I guess it would add, but I still
don't see where it is going to affect any noise or visual, and I just -- these are the concerns that I
have, and I just wanted to express them.
Thank you.
MR. REYNOLDS: Can I make just one other quick point? Part of the trees that you show
heading towards Paul Road is on the property of the Fire Department. Lord knows what is going
to happen to that property down the road. Someone could come in!l buy it~ whatever they do or
even the Fire Department, decide to take part of that down by the tracks is a possibility. We don't
know.
MR. VASILE: My name is Stephen Vasile. I represent the owners of the property, We
have owned it for over 40 years. It was fannland prior to the construction of Frontier.
All of the issues I have been hearing are dealing with Planning Board items primarily.
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There is a new code in effect that is affecting approximately 70 feet in one area and 40 feet in the
other as far as a buffer. And if I was a strane;er, I would even be scratching my head. You have
got railroad tracks and utility easement runrung between there, buffering between the residential,
plus as just pointed out a second ago, the Fire Deparbnent owns land. When the Fire Department
sells it, whomever develops that land will have the burden of shielding themselves from the
industrial zone that exists in the Town.
So it really -- it is ludicrous listening to these argwnents. The land is zoned Industrial. The
people have bought their homes adjacent to industrial land, and to prevent Boon & Sons from
being allowed to use it is ludicrous.
MR. GRAY GARDNER: I would like to comment. The Fire Department property is
residentiaL Its not the burden of a Residential District to put up a buffer between the two, not
that rm aware of.
And I have talked with numerous people who are in the Fire Department. The Fire
Department tells me they don't know why they're holding on to that property still and it could get
sold at any time.
PAUL BLOSER: That is correct. It could be sold at any time.
'MR. SCHUM: Thank you, Mr. Chainnan. Daniel Schum. Just in reply to a couple of
comments that the applicantts attorney made and one of them that this gentleman just rriade.
This Board~ nor the Planning Board, cannot rely on adjoining properties for compliance
with site plan requirements, whether it is owned by the railroad, whether it is owned by Niagara
Mohawk, RG&E or the Fire Department.
The burden is on the property that is before the Board to comply with the code, not the
adjoining properties. The orcl.iriance doesn't provide for any Jeeway in that requirement.
The applicant mentioned he has already spent thousands of dollars in applications and
engineering fees. A good quick reading of the ordinance would have brought the applicant to
this Board very early on in the application if he realized that the buffering was a requirement of
the code. He didn't need to go make an application to the Planning Board first and have a couple
of hearings and spend thousands of dollars of engineering. He could have simply brought the
existing site plan and said I want relief from -- so the dollars and sense is not an argument that
this Board should put any wei~ht into, because really that is up to the applicant where he spends
his money and how he spends It. It is not one of the requirements of the code. It is not one of the
five standards that this Board must apply.
And very honestly, the owners' argument is the very reason why the Board should impose
the code's requirements, and that is that 40 years ago, this property was developed. The fact that
there is adjoining residential properties that are owned by other people doesn't lessen the
requirement.
Thank you.
Oh, and lastly there was comment -- and, in fact, I think Chainnan asked it, that the
dumpster -- or the roll-offs are C & D. But the packer trucks are not. And Mr. Boon and his
testimony before the Planning Board indicated he has five to seven packer trucks now. They are
very expensive. He doesn't expect to buy one or two a year and greatly expand his business, but
from Saturday through - from Friday night through Sunday or Monday, those packer trucks are
going to sit there. They are empty, but tDey are not cleaned. They are sealed. They close the
back -- they are a packer truck -- for that reason.
I leave it to the Board's common sense as to whether or not empty garbage trucks smell.
MR. BURAKOWSKl: John Burakowski. I don't believe by enforcing the code we are
placing any undue hardship on the applicant. The code clearly states 100 feet. There is nothing
that werre doing to his busmess. He will be able to operate his business in the fashion that the
Town saw would be appropriate adjacent to a residential area. We're not causing any hardship
whatsoever. I believe we really need to enforce this 100 foot buffer.
DOROTHY BORGUS, 31 Stuart Road
MS. BORGUS: Unfortunately for this gentleman, his project has fallen between two Town
codes. That is an unfortwlate thing. We have very little industrial 1and in Chili. We certainly
haven't had much interest in the industria1land we have had so far. We haven't seen much
growth along those lines. Urn, in hearing the objections of the neighbors, I'm wondering what
will ever be put on that industrial piece of land that won't cause them to have the same concerns.
A lot of their concerns would be with anything that went in there. We have got to
remember this is zoned Industrial. Something industrial is going in there. And elevation isn't
goin~ to change when that happens. Nothing is going to be any different there. I'm also very
cogruzant of the size of the equipment that the telephone company and Frontier ran through there
in all of the years they were there. These weren't pickup trucks they ran in there. They were
boom trucks. They were huge, huge trucks. And rm ... and I'm sure they had beepers, and I'm
sure they were noisy. And I'm sure they made noise for the neighborhood. This is not different.
It's up to the Planning Board to decide what goes in the buffer no matter how wide it is.
That should not be a concern of this Board. The Planning Board will detennine what gets
planted, whether it is 30 feet or 100 feet. This Board is not in a position to decide that. The issue
IS land, space, not what goes on it. And I'm sure that Mr. Boon has invested a considerable
amount of money in this project. I feel sorry for him if he is not allowed to develop here because
it isn't his fault that he had the misfortune to just come into Town when we changed zoning
codes. The old zoning code would have allowed him to do what he wants to do here. I don't see
why he should have to buy a building and give up part of it to comply with the law or code that in
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my mind doesn't make any difference. 30 feet or 100 feet should be enough either way to buffer
whatever noise or problems these people have. Won't make any difference. And I say this Town
needs industrial development, and this is an industrial piece of land. So I think the neighbors
tend to forget that.
Thank you.
MR. FINLEY: I think just to wrap up here as our final comment on this is that the
hardship really is more to Jarvee Associates, and that is probably why Steve (Vasile) was getting
a little chunked up here. If a variance isn't granted for this property, basically when he goes to
show this property or the realtor shows this property, he haS to say, "The big building stays, but I
have to sell you this and you're going to pay for two buildings you will tear down, and a lot of
pavement that you're going to tear out. tI
And they're all existing. The one building that is the middle one is perfectly salvageable.
There is no reason to do it. So the hardship is you're telJing someone that they basically are
losing a quarter of their site, fifth of their site and a building that would have to come down to
comply with the code.
I really think that's a hardship. I mean if someone had to tell me I had to tear down a chunk:
of my house because my wife wanted to put an art studio and change the use of the house, I think
that is substantially a problem.
So that would be it to wrap up. Or, well, and what Patrick (Burke) had said, the Planning
Board will decide on the use, but the code requires that it's a conditional use for something
substantially the same as a permitted use. A dispatch facility with maintenance, offices, fueling,
storage of the items of the trade, whether itls a utility truck, a C & 0 dumpster truck, a plow
truc~ they're all dispatch. It's significantly ..- excuse me, the same side of the business -- the
same busmess. So that would be our only thing else we can think of and hope that you can see
the hardship.
MR. REYNOLDS: Can I ask who owns the property to the north of the lot, and to the
east?
PAUL BLOSER: I'm not aware.
MR. VASILE: We own 66 acres surrounding this property, that will be developed
industrial.
MR. REYNOLDS: That's fme.
MR. VASILE: With 100 foot buffer.
MR. REYNOLDS: If there is a problem with the space on there, why don't you give him -MR. V ASILE: Do you think that would significantly change your house?
PAUL BLOSER: Keep your comments addressed to the Chair.
MR. REYNOLDS: My only comment is if the Vasile organization owns that and there is
the matter of space for the business due to the berm, additional property is available to that that
could be added, I'm sure.
PAUL BLOSER: Thank you.
Adam Cummings made a motion to close the Public Hearing portion of this application, and
Robert Mulcahy seconded the motion. The Board was unanimously in favor of the motion.
The Public Hearing portion of this application was closed at this time.
PAUL BLOSER: I have a question flIst for Chris (Karelus). Of the research I did, I
couldntt find anything, but in the 20 to 30 years that Rochester Tel and Frontier were in that spot,
are you aware of any registered complaints for excessive truck traffic, noise, fumes, visual,
problems?
CHRIS KARELUS: If you can give me five minutes, I will go double check the log.
PAUL BLOSER: I didit't see anYthing when I looked at it.
CHRIS KARELUS: I don't recall any, but I just want to double check. I will step away
and double check it and bring it back to the Board.
PAUL BLOSER: Mr. Boon, a quick question for you. On the rear of the property, to
obtain that 100 foot, have you done any even very rough cost studies to chop the masonry storage
building, I will call it, the center one? What the cost involved of cutting the pavement, digging
out the stone work and everything and converting it back to wild? Do you have any preliminary
numbers?
MR. DANIEL BOON: The building we're going to keep?
PAUL BLOSER: Yes.
MR. DANIEL BOON: Um, no, I haven't done that. There is a situation with going the
100 feet, and Kip (Finley) probably touched on., too, that was going into the container yard. That
is going to push evervthing further up. We -- we -- we designed this so we could have the traffic,
you know, our vehicfes as they come in in the evening to go around and do this -- we had a traffic
pattern and everything set up, which I have been through with the Town to show them what
our -- our major plan is how we're going to operate. I will take out some of the truck parking in
the back where they have asked us to put the trucks. So there is a lot of things that would have to
be redesigned.
MR. FINLEY: I can answer that. Just generally, doing quick math, the area that is there, is
about 25,000 square feet. That's blued out of pavement, buildings and that. If you were to even
budget $10 a square foot to pullout the asphalt, gravel, plant, put in a be~ topsoil and
landscape it, you would be in the neighborhood of about $250,000.
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MR. SCHUM: How much of that is taking the stuff out and how much is putting the berm.

MR. FINLEY: 1 did the math in a few second. $10 a square foot.

PAUL BLOSER: Being in construction, I would be close to that number myself in my
head. That is the business I'm in.
MR. SCHUM: I'm only asking the question, because there was no -- when I drew the blue
in there, I didn't propose to take out any of the second building.
PAUL BLOSER: I understand. I was looking for myself a very rough number from their
perspective what would it would be to do that.
MR. SCHUM: If an applicant was to build the berm, rm just asking not taking out asphalt,
how much would the berm be as opposed to taking out the asphalt?
PAUL BLOSER: Okay. Thank you.
One of the things I want to remind the Board, too, is we are not in a position to say what
~ of vegetation or anything else. We're looking at the setback. What we're looking at for
buffer distance. This is still going back to Planning Board, Conservation Board, and they're
going to be discussing what vegetatio~ if any, will be put into those areas, and they will be
making their proposals and recommendations to the potential buyer.
KEITH O'TOOLE: If I may, Mr. Chairman. This is just to clarify.
What we are looking at, however, and this is the crux of their argument, the applicant's
argwnent -MR. GRA Y GARDNER: Could you talk in the microphone?
KEITH O'TOOLE: It's not connected, I'm sorry.
What we are looking at is whether the existing vegetation is sufficient in lieu of code
requirement for 100 feet. So while we're not here to dictate what should or shouldnrt be added,
wetre simply here to say, perhaps that what is there already is adequate or perhaps not adequate.
Thank you.
JAMES WIESNER: So Kip (Finley) has already said one thing, and they have revised that
to 70/40, 70/30. What is actually what we're going to be vote on then?
KEITH O'TOOLE: A code interpretation has been made of zero.
JAMES WIESNER: That's what we're voting OD.
KEITH O'TOOLE: That's correct. If you look at the code, this is the Code Enforcement
Officer's view, it indicates that it has to be landscaped and planted. It doesn't say, nWell, you can
take natural vegetation in lieu of that."
I don't want to beat this horse too much, but the idea is industrial park, and so while brush
may have its advantages on occasion, the idea is generally speaking to plant things, to cLean them
up and make them look pretty at the same time if they can achieve that.
PAUL BLOSER: As far as noise buffering also we don't have anything for a noise report
on what this would be producing. Again, I think: that is something that is going to the Planning
Board for evaluation; is that correct, Mr. Martin?
JAMES MARTIN: It was requested, Mr. Bloser.
PAUL BLOSER: Thank you.
ADAM CUMIvfiNGS: Is part of the traffic pattern of the building that is going to stay, are
you planning on having that be part of the traffic pattern to go around the side, or -MR. DANIEL BOON: Yes. They go around the back because that is where they have to
get in line to park the vehicles back there.
ADAM CUMMINGS: I was wondering if the buffer could be made 60 feet straight across
or whatever it measures.
PAUL BLOSER: 60 foot straight across.
ADAM CUMMINGS: Where that little dip is.
MR. DANIEL BOON: Again, I would have to do something, because we have to come
around the back side of that building. For safety reasons, for a lot of reasons, to keep -- to keep
out ofhann's way with everything else that goes on.
MICHAEL NYHAN: The property, the north side of the two buildings, the one that will
be demolished in the center, is that all asphalt now?
MR. DANIEL BOON: Yes.
:MICHAEL NYHAN: What is there now?
MR. DANIEL BOON: It's all asphrut.
MR. FINLEY: There is another fence line that is right there. So this is asphalt in here
(indicating).
MICHAEL NYHAN: Right.
MR. FINLEY: Then this is part of a gravel road and some brush and grass.
PAUL BLOSER: For future development going east?
MR. FINLEY : Yes. Part of our application includes granting the easement all of the way
through for access.
MICHAEL NYHAN: All of the way through to-MR. FINLEY: There is other acreage that is here. So if you're talking about doing
something with the rest of the site, part of the agreement with the sale is to keep this open to go
to the back. So moving that fence would block future development to the east.
:MICHAEL NYHAN: So to get down the entire length of that building, you could come
from the north. and drive south and drive back to the north if you wanted to get out, correct?
MR. FINLEY: If the building is gone, you can tum and come back. If the building stayed,
you would have a dead end.
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MICHAEL NYHAN: Right.
ADAM CUMMINGS: Are we on Board discussion? I lost track.
PAUL BLOSER: Public comment is closed.
JAMES WIESNER: SEQR is done by the Planning Board.
PAUL BLaSER: Planning Board.
KEITH O·TOOLE: I don't think so.
MR. SCHUM: What is that:, SEQR?
PAUL BLOSER: Jim (Martin), has SEQR been done by the Planning Board?
JAMES MARTIN: No.
JAMES WIESNER: That is what is in our packet.
KEITH O'TOOLE: Sorry? I-JAMES WIESNER: I thought it said in our packet that Planning Board was going to take
the lead on SEQR.
PAUL BLOSER: I would rather have Planning Board take the lead.
JAMES MARTIN: We have not done SEQR.
KEITH O'TOOLE: There is not a coordinated reviewed in place.
JAMES MARTIN: There is no coordinated review.
KEITH O'TOOLE: If you would like, you could ask the Planning Board if they will do a
coordinated review. If you do that:, of course, we want make a decision this evening.
JAMES WIESNER: It says PB will be lead agent, in the packet.
CHRIS KAREL US: I just want to let everyone know I checked the software files as well
as plat files. There were no noise complaints logged on the past history on this project regarding
nOIse.
There were a couple regarding unlicensed vehicles which were taken care of.
ADAM CUMMINGS: I guess we're looking at the difference between the two zones.
Regardless of how far away the properties are, I'm 1lY.ing to look at the division line between the
two zones. 100 feet -- I will even block out it is a raIlroad property, but a buffer of something
large enough to plant a buffer is what I'm looking for. So I would say the proposed one is as Paul
(Bloser) is saying, where it dips around the building, it sounds like a reasonable buffer. They're
here for a variance.
MR. FINLEY: Mr. Chairman, as a matter of procedure, since we have this where we really
intend to leave some green space, should we amend our application to a lesser -- to make it as a
lesser degree, or it is understood by -- because you're talking about would you vote on a complete
waiver, which isnrt really what we want, or do we need to fonnally request that we change our
application and make it less of a -PAUL BLOSER: That was the thought process I was going to go with. The way the
application is written, for a zero buffer, I -- I agree with the general populous is very
inappropriate. I think we need to have that buffer of some type. Very necessary. What I would
like to do in looking at this is determine a satisfactory ~ reasonable distance and then charge it
back to site plan on what would go in there that would satisfy the needs of Planning Board for
full site plan approval.
MR. FINLEY; I think that is better because our application asked for relief from the code.
We didn't specify a percent relief or dimension. I think It got interpreted as 100 percent relief, be
able to build to the property line. So if you would like us to do that after some dIscussion, we
would amend our apphcation.
KEITH OtTOOLE: I'm sorry, what are we amending it to?
PAUL BLOSER: To give a determined setback of vegetation as opposed to a zero, how it
reads on the application.
KEITH O'TOOLE: That's not an amendment. We haven't advertised any amendments.
What you can do is impose a condition of approval. If that is what we're trying to shoot for.
MR. FINLEY: That would be fine.
CHRIS KAREL US: If I could, I just want to add one quick note. With the code, it calls
out for planted and perpetually maintained landscape buffer, which their plans indicated zero.
That is why the request was made for zero. If they plan an improvement, understanding this is
existing, non-conforming, under the current code statutes, any in increase in that would be a less
substantial request.
The natural buffer that they're asking for -- the Board's interpretation, 60, 30, feet, whatever
it may be, is not what the code calls out. Planted and perpetually planted is the word. Landscape
buffer is supposed to be added to the project. But with the existing non-conforming situation
with the plan, I think: that is where I step away and the Board discusses that with the applicant.
FRED TROTI: The way the pro{)Crty is set up now, can another business come In and
work rig~t out of it? Or does every busmess that comes in there have to comply with that 100
foot buffer?
PAUL BLOSER: Had Mr. Boon made this application in December, we wouldn't be here.
It's a matter of the new code has now changed everything.
FRED TRaIT: But-JAMES WIESNER: Goes with the land.
ADAM CUMMINGS: We have to enforce the 100 foot on every new -ROBERT MULCAHY: Right.
FRED TROTT: Well, I guess my hang-up is we put 100 foot buffer in the code for a
reason. But in the same respect we have an existing business there, and I guess that is where I
get caught up in the fact that you already have an existing business and now you're putting a
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hardship on an existing business. Not a business, but an existing property that was satisfied to

the code at that time.

PAUL BLOSER: I agree, too, with Mrs. Crozier, the comments she made about a -- if you
business coming in., she was referencing McDonald's and KFC, but they were doing a total tear
down to the ground and rebuild, and that was by their choice. It wasn't something where we said
you want to make a renovation, youtre going to tear it down and redo it.
So this is -- wetre looking for a variance from -- on an existing piece of property that is not
going to be changed. We can say that fence 1ine will never move, no building beyond it. That is
going to -- he can't expand any farther back.
ROBERT MULCAHY: That property will stay dead. No one will want to buy it because
they have-PAUL BLOSER: Correct. So this is where the variance comes in. What we do tonight
will determine the future of that property.
KEITH O'TOOLE: I don't buy that. No.
PAUL BLOSER: For the setback on that? Once the decision is made?
KEITH O'TOOLE: We judge every application on its own merits and werre not here to say
whether the Town law is a good law; let's ignore it for this property. I don't think that is exactly
what we're doing.
The code provides that various businesses can be done in the General Industrial District,
not just the type of business that uses primarily an o~n lot, which is what this business does and
its predecessor. There are other uses m the code which primarily are enclosed, for example,
which may not require a 100 feet of buffer, or maybe they don't require 50 feet or whatever. Or
maybe there is different types of buffer that may be adequate. Those applications aren't in front
OfllS.

All we have is this one application to judge on its own merits and one of the things we look
at, as I think we alluded to earlier, we can look at alternatives. Because one of the code
standards, one of the State Law standards for zoning variances is this the minimum variance.
And I believe a couple of people have alluded to that. We can do something less than 100 feet.
So just because 100 feet doesn't work, if it doesn't work, doesn't mean we can't do 90 feet, 70, 80,
whatever it happens to be.
Thank you.
MICHAEL NYHAN: This is a preexisting, non-confonning use, correct?
KEITH O'TOOLE: No, it is not.
MICHAEL NYHAN: It is not.
KEITH OtTOOLE: This is a brand new business.
PAUL BLOSER: So preexisting, non-conforming structure at this point.
KEITH O'TOOLE: I agree with that. Yes.
MICHAEL NYHAN: So it is a change in use, in your opinion.
KEITH O'TOOLE: Yes. The buildings are already there. And so the setback issues and
such dontt apply to them. But the business itself is a brand new business. We call it a change of
use, but that's a new application.
MICHAEL NYHAN: Thank you.
JAMES WIESNER: I would like to see the 60 foot. I mean whats -- without having to -- I
don't want -- it affects their traffic patterns, but the full 60 foot to the back side of the building,
that would seem to be a given -- a pretty good give-and-take. So you don't have the whole
variance or you don't have -- you don't meet the whole code, but there is enough variance you can
put a sufficient amount of buffer in there that would help to insulate that site.
You won't be able to go all of the way around it, but I mean -- but there is some give and
take there at least.
ADAM CUMMINGS: I don't know where the doors are here.
MR. SCHUM: East and west side.
ADAM CUMMINGS: So there are no doors on the south side.
JAMES WIESNER: They just wouldn't be able to drive around.
PAUL BLOSER: Mr. Boon, in your application, on the building that you're enclosing, are
there any doors~ either overhead or man doors on the south side?
MR. DANIEL BOON: Yes. Five overhead doors.
MR. FINLEY: South side.
MR. DANIEL BOON: Ob, no.
JAMES WIESNER: Facing the road.
MR. DANIEL BOON: No. There is a man door on that end of the building.
ADAM CUMMINGS: I believe the fire code requires 25 feet to the rear of that building,
the fire code.
MR. DANIEL BOON: That would the only other trung, if a fire truck had to get around
that building.
FRED TROIT: Yon can keep the fence where it is and have that filled with dirt. In there.
And the Fire Department can get through.
DAYID CROSS: (Inaudible.)
The buffer could essentially vary from about 30 feet up here to approximately 60 feet over
here (indicating). That way you can still get a truck around the south end for the fire code.
The Board discussed the application.
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MR. SCHUM: Mr. Chainnan? If there is going to be public discussion, could it be loud
enough so the public can hear it? I'm sorry.
PAUL BLOSER: This is Board discussion right now.
MR. SCHUM: I understand, but it is supposed to be public and supposed to be audible.
I'm not trying to be difficult.
PAUL BLOSER: I apologize.
MR. SCHUM: I'm trying to understand your thought process. That is all.
ADAM CUMMINGS: So are we.
(Laughter. )
.MR. SCHUM: That is great.
PAUL BLOSER: We're looking at the south end of the midd1e building, if the fence line-we were to maintain a 60 foot buffer all of the way across there, and move the 30 foot line up,
move the fence up the back side of the building) by doing that, we would prohibit fire truck
access around the building. The building would have to be moved back up.
FRED TRaIT: In theory, if you want to go that way. The fire truck only needs 10 to
12 feet So if you want to take~ bring that back up and have it 10 foot access here -- you talk to
the Fire Marshal. I'm sure that he has got enough room to get around. That wouldntt -- that -this little bit here will not be a major issue.
ROBERT MULCAHY: Bnng that to a 40. The other is 60.
FRED TRaIT: Fire truck is onJy 12 feet wide.
MR. SCHUM: I don't think: the frre truck would drive back there if the building was on
fire.
MICHAEL NYHAN: The building is 60 foot wide with access on all three sides. I don't
see -FRED TROIT: I don't see where need a fire truck to get on this side.
ROBERT MULCAHY: They have two sides they can work with.
FRED TROIT: Three sides. Yeab. If the fIre is here (indicating), they're not going to get
this chose to it. They will still be back here (indicating). They will come around this way
(indicating).
MICHAEL NYHAN; I think -- just my opinion, if you maintain a 60 foot buffer along the
edge of this property, all it really removes is the asphalt. Doesn't interfere with the buildin~. It
doesn't interfere with the (inaudible) of the asphalt around the other three sides of the buildmg. I
think it makes it a usable piece of land, still, and it does provide for the Planning Board with
something to work with in buffer not just visually but for sound; audible.
PAUL BLaSER: Having the 60 foot?
MICHAEL NYHAN: Right. I think 60 foot is a lot to work with.
JAMES WIESNER: It would be a reasonable line of demarcation, I would say. You won't
be able to drive around, but there has to be some give and take there.
MICHAEL NYHAN: That brings it up pretty much to the existing fence line along the
entire length of the building, of the property, with the exception of this one building, which
would be existing, which would remain.
I'm sorry, did everybody hear that? We're talking about the distance of the 60 foot buffer,
urn, and I made the comment that by providing the 60 foot buffer it gives the Planning Board
more to work with, and -DAVID CROSS: 60 foot fully landscaping buffer.
MICHAEL NYHAN: And it gives the prorerty owner the ability to get to three sides of
that building from moving around, for usage. Al it would really eliminate IS the driveway
around the back of the bwlding.
MR. SCHUM: AU of the -- on that proposal all of the buffer would be south of the fence
line as it presently exists?
MICHAEL NYHAN: Well, there is a 60 foot fence line that is at the back south side of the
building. The south side of the building is 60 foot off the property line.
MR. SCHUM: The fence line jogs as it reaches the middle building. As I remember it
being presented and what you're saying is, you're going to follow the fence line and everything
south of the fence line will be buffer.
MICHAEL NYHAN: Straight across.
MR. SCHUM: Oh.
MICHAEL NYHAN: That is the comment I brought up for discussion, was to follow the
current 60 foot fence line to the west of that building, straight across the back so it sets at the
property.
JAMES WIESNER: It would follow the end of the building also.
MR. SCHUM: Whether the fence is actually moved to the actual south line would be u~ to
the Plannin~ Board. You have to maintain the buffer. If it is over the other side of the fence, It
would be difficult to do, but that would be up to the Planning Board.
MICHAEL NYHAN: Gives the Planning Board something to work with, gives them 60
foot to work with on what they would like to see the property owner do.
MR. SCHUM: I understand.
MICHAEL NYHAN: It would offer protection from future sale of the property, rather
than having the 30 foot buffer which is proposed.
The Board discussed the application at the dais.
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ROBERT MULCAHY: I think you mentioned when he comes around, the second
building, he uses that to bring his trucks in and park them; is that right? Is that what I
understood?
MR. DANIEL BOON: Yes, sir.
ROBERT MULCAHY: Ifhe comes in this way (indicating), he can do the same thing. He
comes in between these two buildings. He has to come this way. That should not be a problem
for him.
MICHAEL NYHAN: Seems a good balance.
PAUL BLOSER: What I'm looking at from the comments the Board is saying, Jim putting
a condition of approval on here that a buffer be developed and approved by the Planning Board,
maintained a 60 foot landscape buffer by combination of existing and new vegetation and fence.
That means -MICHAEL NYHAN: Again, we're just approving a variance to not -- to be a setback is all
we're aPJ?roving. What we want that setback to be. The Planning Board and the other Boards
wiU-- wIll deal with that. We're just-PAUL BLOSER: What is going in there.
MICHAEL NYHAN: We're here to grant how much of a variance do we want to permit
from the lot line that has to be a buffer area.
PAUL BLOSER: That's right. The 60 foot.
ADAM CUMMINGS: I think you're saying to strike out the fence, the vegetation.
MICHAEL NYHAN: Just simplifY it. Welre going to allow the variance to go from 100
feet to 60 feet is what I'm talking about.
ADAM CUMMINGS: That's it.
DAVID CROSS: We can write a memo to the Planning Board stating that we wish it to
be, what we recommend, or what our expectations are.
PAUL BLOSER: To maintain a 60 foot buffer.
MICHAEL NYHAN: Yes. Planning Board is well capable of determining what needs to
go in there for sOWld and visual buffer.
PAUL BLOSER: Counsel, can we proceed with a vote on this without doing SEQR and
the Planning Board still be lead SEQR?
KEITH O'TOOLE: First you would have to classify this, should you choose to classifY
this, as an unlisted action. You can do your own SEQR and you don't have to defer to the
Planning Board.
PAUL BLOSER: Okay.
KEITH O'TOOLE: You still have to do SEQR.
PAUL BLOSER: Pardon me. Then I will do that.
Mr. Boon, did you hear what we're -- we have put together here? Just a simple line, that
instead of the zero, instead of the 100, we're lookittg at a buffer to be developed and approved by
the Planning Board to maintain a 60 foot buffer. That is a combination of what -- with them to
work out, you to come to them with a proposal on what you're doing. You have heard the
comments, the concerns and you already have a program you're working with, a wish list from
the Plannin~ Board. So to satisfy our end of i~ this is what we're looking at. This pretty much
would go WIth what the code up to January 1st was, to maintain 60 is how we're looking at it.
MR. DANIEL BOON: Okay.

Paul Bloser made a motion to declare the Board lead agency as far as SEQR, and based on
evidence and information presented at this meeting, determined the application to be an unlisted
action with no significant environmental impact, and James Wiesner seconded the motion. The
Board all voted yes on the motion.
James Wiesner made a motion to approve the application with the following conditio~ and
Robert Mulcahy seconded the motIon. All Board members were in favor of the motion.
DECISION:

Unanimously approved by a vote of7 yes with the following condition:
1.

A buffer to be developed, and approved by, the Chili Planning Board and
Conservation Board, to maintain a 60' buffer along the full adj acency of
the south property line.

The following fmding of fact was cited:
l.

The photographs provide evidence of existing buffering of up to 60' in
width and provide screening with residentiail'roperties to the south.
Additionally, Zoning Board of Appeals condItion of30' extra of buffer to
the southeast would enhance that screening. A distance of over 250' to the
existing residences provides practical buffering, as well.

The 3/24/09 Zoning Board of Appeals minutes were approved.
The meeting ended at 10:30 p.m.

